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Need World Unity
For Man’s Survival
Is, ntr, 111\11)
-I don gook Au (tali mile -step
die responsibility of forming some
world government." Dr Arnold J.
yribee told an overflow audience
in Morris Dailey Auditorium yes-

the planet has become a single arena for Leona, warfare if we fight
another svorld war.
"On the other band, communleaSAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA, THURSDAY, APRIL 4, 1963
thin hit, Can’t/MP a unity tor peaceNo. 102
ful travel, The different fra.tions
lity.
of the human race are getting to
.1.1ceing the subject, "Toward know each other much better than
Unity:’ the internationally ever before, When you meet a felrecognized authority on history low human being face to face, it’s
-..id the human race is faced with harder to hate him than when you
the choice of "world unity or pre- , know him impersonally, by the
mature destruction."
name of a foreign nation to which
"Without unit) we cannot have you (eel hue, tile
peace or food, and we need both in
"A growing sense of human
!Thomas Scott, Peace Corps reporder to suit we,’’
Teynbee told equality is also Winging people
ION BOB PACINI
the audience, crowded three and the Vittirld closer together.
When President Kennedy first resentative who will conclude a
four deep in the outside aisles and example. he mentioned rues,
propostnI the idea of a Peace Corps two-day visit to SJS today.
sitting on the stage.
Scott told Spartan Daily that
wet ain.
there svas much opposition. critiThe hiStOriall Kaye sevend relit
LosiNG ktArrLE.
cism and skepticism from gov- the corps currently has about
sollS
for
a
"world authority" since
ernmental leashes and the press. 4,000 volunteers overseas. Another
"Race segregation is a losing bat"the annihilation of distances.- He
This uncertainty about the ef- 1,000 are in training.
tle everywhere. The rich minority
mentioned communicatiens as one
fectiveness of the Pence Corps
of the human race has an increa13,000
VOLUNTEERS
means by which )1:-::ira,-- have
ess been virtually silenced being sense of responsibility for deIAen shortened.
lie predicted that by the sumcause of the "highly successful"
pose majority." he said.
record the corps has made thus mer of 1964 about 13,000 volunsrst,11- %hi
"Foreien aid to under-developed
teers will be serving overseas.
far.
"Mode:
countries is only a trickle so far,
Scott was still cautious, howThis was the contention 01
!kin have al:eatty
it should increase. I think. For ever.
elm aid is part of man’s sense of
"The Peace Corps is still a
bunion equality. he said. HP embaby. It’s simply too early to tell
phasized that countries should
if we’ve been entirely successful."
make sure their foreign aid goes to
From all indications, it would
the minority groups of foreign
appear Scott has no reason to be
countries where it is needed, not to
cautious.
the majority groups.
Currently, 45 foreign countries
When considering possible proshave invited Peace Corps volunpects for a world government. Dr.
teers to aid them in teaching and
Toynbee mentioned a United
mechanical programs.
States-Russia eombination. "They
do have a common interest in preGREAT DEMAND
19
-year-old
sophoPorter,
Kalb
Another thorn ails stuck in the serving their present monopoly of
"Peace Corps volunteers are
side of the much -debated Election atomic veapons" He expressed
more art major, and Gary Wayne
highly popular in these countries,"
:ode Bill last night. Student Cowl - concern with the re,ssibility that if
Wynia. 21 -year-old junior political
Scott said. "There have been so
.11 members unveiled the possibil- other countries had atomic power,
science major, have won scholar- many requests for volunteers that
doh!
,rii; if groups they might abuse it.
ships offered by the Community we haven’t been able to keep tip
PEOPLE, PEOPLE EVERYWHERE. A standing
Toynbee from speakers set up in the Inner
indivisithe, r.
i.ditical party
’IDEAL AUTHORITY’
room only crowd forced many to hear Dr.
Quad.
Ambassador Program under the with the demand."
andidates, run -_,ether.
In any case. Dr Toynhee said. an
Last week aitamdments were
sponsoiship of the World Affairs’ The corps does not send Voltio::lacie to the proposed bill that ideal world authority would be one
leers to any country that hasn’t C 11
Council of San Jose,
would insure no double advertising that would "provide an executive
requested
them.
Miss Porter, who has a mastery
on posters or in the Spartan Daily government with the force behind
The Peace Corps isn’t all glarnit to enforce its demands."
.
of the French language, will be. our, flowerer.
for political party candidates.
On the more "pessimistic" side
sent to France. Wynia, who heal Volunteers are put through a
However, if two or more individhad work in the American Field’ rugged and extensive educational
la’s decide to run together. they Dr. Toynbee enumerated factor,
to werld
&n ice, and who is a member of program in languages, area stud ..re not considered a political party, which arr. unfavorable
A hill enabling &IS to jointly.
the International Relations Club, ies and technical training.
San Jose State students will s.son
C’)unell recessed at 6:3 and re"
one adds together all
construct and operate a sports
will be sent to Guatemala.
In addition. recniits are given
be able to enter the multi .m.ory convened at 9 to consider the new these factors making: for disunity,
arena with the city of San Jose
material.
-111r. James R. Compton, chair- personality tests and interviewed
pessimistic I my:self
was int roduced by State Sen
parking garage by using a thin.
Because of Sparta, Daily press one may: feel
man of the Community Ambassa- by: staff psychologist to make
on an optimist. I think the human
Clau-k L. Bradley, R-San Jose
plastic
"card
key".
to
re’
impossible
deadline,
it
was
dor Program. has said that, "These certain that any unstable per- this week.
’
Dr. Frederick C. Dommeyer.
race will remain on the brink of
young ostple are not being sent sonality will be weeded out.
These rani keys will Is’ available port on the outcome of that rerun self-destruction for a long time. bw
1 Bradley introduced his bill on head of the philosophy department.
meeting.
vened
abroad just for vacation, but to acI believe the forces making I.
the request of San Jose City Man- has been selected as the Knowles starting today and throughout the
FEW DROP-OUTS
However, prior to the recess.
quire a deeper knowledge and unA. P. Hamann. It. is an Lecturer at the University of the Easter vavation in the Cashier’s, Steve Larson. council chairman, unity will barely prevail.- the his I
derstanding of the people and counDespite the difficulty of the
authorization measure and con- Pacific in Stockton for the fall of Office. Adm26.1. Students who hake odd Spartan Daily he hoped fir.,: ’ ’’.7 ’r
1.’rl’
tn, where they will be living."
training program and the arduous
tains no appropriation for funds.
pal-king len-reds need to sh.,.. anendments would be introduc.1963.
.
. : .worded
The student - ambassadors will living conditions volunteers often .
ind passed so the bill could (Yr, ,
travel in grourns of ten students find merseas, Scott said that there public agencies also could partici- , Professor William Nietrnann of
up to a vote today
and they will individually live with , is a surprisingly small drop-out , pate in the measure.
COP, a member of the committee
If new provisions were made l’
a host family for half the summer’ rate of only 1.9 per cent.
No Daily Tomorrow .. roup slates and debate was close
, 1 In recent months officials of which selected Dr. Dommeyer
average
Peace
Corps
and travel, usually by bicycle, with I The
"n. SJS and the city- of San Jose have made the announcement yesterday.
TI,.’ spartan Daily will not last night. council seal meet
other young people from the coun-. unteer is 24 years old, but ages been negotiating a joint project
’. The Bally will at ri.:30 in the College L’it..
try they are visiting for the re- range from 18 to 76.
The lectureship involves three Im blish toilitir
aimed at building a 10,000 to 12,.
Men seem to outnumber the 000-seat sports arena and audi- major addresses: the first at Ray - restline publication en %%seines- kytte on the proposed hill.
mainder of the summer.
If passed. the Electien Code k...
applications we re originally women gy, seven o our.
mond College. the new honors col- dav April 17,
torium.
set up requirements and restricThe time of service is limited to
There are tkvo hats in the ASB
made in March, and only now have
Stanley Twardus, city planning lege at UOP; the second to an all tions and govern all procedures Mr presidential ring now. Bruce W
5
the students been chosen. Qualifidepartment official, expected lo- student convocation of the univerApril 2.3 and 24 ASP
upcoming
the
Scott explained that the corps , cation, use and parking facilities ,
man has squared off aahinst :- ,it
cations were a "B" average, native
proper personal identification and el.),e
Larson
Of Santa Clara County, with a LS , e PIW" to create a . arg7,. to be major problems. City Man- ,
a "cant key" will be issued,
"The president’s foremost reknowledge of the county and val- trained body of persons in this ager A. P. Hamann has said that
and keys will he
permits
Parking
sponsibility is Is the people he repley. and a final rigorous persona) country that can still le of real planning is still in the early I
sold on a pro-rated basis from the
resents, and all ether responsit.:01Ilitte-5, 5
Continued on Page :5
beginning of the spring semester.
ties are’ see.tndary . Wismar.
ant Saturday.
Beginning at
April 20. admission to the parking
garage will be by "card key" or 25
notion that drill
Challenging
cents.
is really necessary in learning, Dr.
The following are the on -campus James J. Asher, associate professor
of psychology, will discuss "The
parking policies and regulations:
I. Parking in lot No. It , behind Case for ’Genuine’ One-Trial Learn the cafeteria) will he by employee ing’ when he Ie.:tines Mond,.
permit only up to 3 p.m_ after April 15. in CH235 at 2:30 p.m.
"There is sonic evidence that
which there will be 25 cents per
(EDITOR’S NOTE, ThIs
Issi death penalty, the number of mur- to rehabilitate, not to punish. If
drill before learning may he negaadmission parking only.
in lovprt series on Om death pen’
ders was 256. During the I8-month punishment is the object, then the
tive and even disruptive," said Dr.
Ake
2. Parking gate "card keys" will
alifornia This article splores
"Evidence shows that the
the optniorie of attorneys and law suspension period, there were 246 guilty person should be strung by
he used by student permit holders Asher.
Stufercernent personnel).
most optimal learning is one-trial."
murders; then for 17 months after his toes in public," emphasizm Mrs.
to enter the multi - story parking
restoration of the death penalty, Aronow.
Dr Asher. who is conducting his
garage.
It DIANE .111-11)1SE
research on a foundation grant
the number of murders rose to 310.
She believes that the death penStaff Political Writer
are
gate
"card
keys"
Parking
3.
from the U.S. Office ef Education.
W. E. Schmidt, head of the SJS alty doesn’t do any good. "The best
San lise attorneys and police
confisnon -transferable and still
says he believes the example is GerLa de Kaplany. He
Department of Health. Education
Personnel disagree on the effective- Police School,
by
anyone
used
found
,ated
when
and Welfare, plans to show a color
is a brilliant person who did an DR. FREDERICK C. DOMMEYER
ness of the death penalty as a death penalty is a deterrent.
other than the designated holder film which was just produced at
"I’ve talked to persons who said unfortunate deed. But nothing; will
rran, let errent
lecturer
.
.
.
UOP
4. The two south entrances to 5.15 to illustrate his research.
San cliirk L. Bradley I fl -San they thought about killing five or Is- solved by executing him. lieu
the parking garage are for student
"The film demonstrates tradiJose itell attorney, says he will six times but didn’t go through never do it again," Mrs. Aronow sit; and the third Is a toint meetpermit holders and 25 -cent admis- tional and new techniques for donot support the capital punishment with it because of the death pen- predicts.
BRUCE WISEMAN
he reports.
Will the public approve a ing of Psi Sigma Tutu, the Central sion parking: the north entrance ing research in verbal learning"
moratorium bill because he be- alty,"
... presidential candidate
said Dr. Asher. The basic research
"If the penalty wits a deterrent moratorium bill?
Valley Philosophy Assn. and the is for employee parking only.
lieves the death penalty is a crime
5. Only vehicles With pennits method empleys the use of difficult Spartan Daily y:esterday. The pre,"Unfortunately it appears that 1 Catholic Philosophy Assn.
In just one case, then we should
rieterient.
prominently displayed on the wind- foreign languages.
it saved a life. the public still likes the death
ident should See that "the needs
"Look ;it the dramatic disap- keep it because
"Body. Mind and Death," a mon- shield will be allowed in the park"I plan to present a ease sup- and aims of the students are taken
deterrent, why penalty," said Mrs. Annum. "It’s
bettranee of kidnapping after the Even if it isn’t a
agraph
written
by
Dr.
Dommcyer
midnight
12
not
between
on
first
exposure
It’s
garage
porting
learning
ing
anyhow?
care of
sad people still seem to want blood
net have it
Lindbergh Art stay adopt \\’ -s-roan is a 21 -year-old junior
hurting anyone," declares Schmidt. and to get rid of their hostilities dealing with human survival after and 6 a.m Permission may be oh-1 as optimal." said 1)el, providing for capital
punishSecurity.
Campus
the
tamed
from
death
the
"You can’t prove that
through the use of the gas cham- lindily death from the philosophieal
. major who plans to go into
ment for such offenses," he said.
r
k).\
A,,v4AiaziAmbut
deterrent,
law lie was an orientation leader
But San Jose attorney John penalty is or isn’t a
and psychological viewpoint. will he
certhere would be no
Thorne disagrees by saying the
end attended the Greek Retreat.
Thorne reports other figures that without it
the subject for all three lectures.
LaSi Chance
that criminals would not Majority of the people are aeatnst
Presidential candidate Larson re ray’s indicate the ineffective- tainty
Part of the research for the
be turned loose on society. Even capital punishment.
said. "An individual must be
ness 01 the death penalty.
to
SC(’
111f’
does not guarmenograph was done last summer
csponsible and mature to student
"In 1941-46 Rhode Island and life imprisonment
SATISFIED
POLDE
when Dr. Dommeyer spent five
antee that a criminal won’t kill
.vernment to henefit the entire
Ptqleock:
Wisconsin had 1 and 1..5
San Jose Chief of Police Ray weeks with Dr. J. B Rhine at the
homicide’
Foley exthe l\onno,!. Viministra
-liege community "
ler loi ono people. Illinois and In- a guard." attorney John
Blackmore says the Califoinia Parapsy:chology
will he di.
at ?Jot controlled Ness ,
Lahore tstry
Larson. 21. philosophy - psyrhol""kna had 4.4 and 3.2 homicides plains.
Look
Peace Officers Assn. is satisfied Duke University.
cussed by’ Jess Marls ,w. news eon,
-. v major, itt current ASH vice
TOEst
ler ligation, almost
BY
STRUNG
three and four
thi:
with the law as it is written, and
iaesident and chairman of student
Dr. Dommeyer left St Lawrenve mentalist- with KNTV,
’lasts art many as Rhode Island
Attorney Betty Aronow. psychol- If and when there is any proposal
l’eung Republicans’ meeting t)
aincil.
eid Wiseonsin,
University:,
Canton,
in
1958,
N.Y,
In
that
said
Cafeteria
1,as
SJS,
at
which have no ogy student
to change the law, it should he
Both Larson and %%Isomers atwhere he headed the philosophy night at 8 in S164
leath ;).-tialty "
every state where capital punish- done by allowing Californians to
at
7th
:,t.
new,
Marlow, who has been a
tended a presidential briefing sesdepartment
department.
to
beenme
continued
murders
MORATORIUNI
ment was used,
vote on the measure.
-em last week
hend at SJS He holds the Ph.D. commentator on the East Coast
111):311- 2:31)
Thorne also point.% out that In at the same rate after it was
If the moratorium bill does come degree
iv. held Tuesday.
Elections
f r n ni Brown Untversity, will talk on the contr.s1 and eenserERRIand and Wales, (luting the IN abolished.
ship of news.
April 23, and Wednesday, April 21.
(continued an Pair 4)
It
where he also taught.
’n’taths before they su.spended the
"The theory of imprisonment is
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Thrust and Parry 1’
Student Denounces
’Uninformed’ Writers

THETA CHI DREAM GIRL Julie Wilson, center, is flanked by her attendants (I. to r.), Carol
Fuller, Judy Brewington, Jody Kaiser and Pat
Schultz. Julie entered the contest along with

- Phorc by Bob
41 other women in October of last year. She
and her four attendants will reign over the activities of Theta Chi fraternity for one year.

Julie Wilson Chosen
Theta Chi Dream Girl
By CAROL SWENSEN
"I didn’t think I was the queen
type because of my short haircut"
These are the words of Julie
Wilson, junior elementary education major and a member of
Delta Gamma sorority. And
since Saturday night, Theta Chi
Dream Girl.
The Theta Chi Dream Girl
contest is the longest of the
fraternity queen contests. Maurice Jourdan e, chairman, explains why the Theta Chi’s let
the contest run from October to
April.
"With the long contest the
favorite never wins. Since there
are more functions we are able
to learn what each girl is really
like for one can only be phony
for so long. The contest also
fits nicely into our social calendar," Maurice declared.
42 STARTED
The contest started last year
when 42 women from sororities
and living centers attended "introductions" at an estate in
Santa Cruz.
"At this afternoon’s get-together we were escorted onto a
stage and asked questions,"
quipped the tall brunette. "I was
very nervous but I tried to keep
calm and be as natural as possible."
After this function the
brothers evaluated what the Cos
d
their total
and e
had said
appearance. The number of candidates was cut to 25.
"The second party was the
Winter Dance during December," Jourdane pointed out. "The
women were judged as to their
social standpoint by their dates."

The third function was a dinner at the fraternity house
"At this party we could see the
women in a different light, such
as watching them eat," Maurice
said. Julie chimed in, "I sure
had trouble cutting my meat
but I wasn’t nervous because
one of my sorority sisters, Judy
Brewington, was still in the
contest."
PARTY ATMOSPHERE
There were nine women left
as the Red Ox dance rolled
around. Each coed was sent a
telegram announcing her continuance in the contest. "This
time we tested them in the
party atmosphere," Jourdane
slyly remarked.
"When Judy and I received
our telegrams the sorority house
went wild. We knew that in
three weeks it would be all
over," the tennis enthusiast
sadly stated. "By this point the
contest was no longer competitive because all the girls were
so friendly."
After the Red Ox dance the
wait began. When Julie and
Judy both received telegrams of
their being selected as two of
the five finalists they couldn’t
believe it. "The girls were wonderful. They put up signs inside
the house when we got in the
finals," the sparkling dream girl
added.
Then came the final party,
the Dream Girl formal. Both
Julie and Judy were assured
of being at least attendants. The
selection of dream girl had already been made and was known
only by Jourdane and the house
president, Al Malyon.
"When I was announced as

the dream girl I was so happy
and excited that I couldn’t cry.
They told me later that I was
the first dream girl who couldn’t
cry. It was the most amazing
night of my life.
"There were 12 of my sorority
sisters at the dance and they
sang a song to me and so did
the Theta (This. My knees were
shaking because I was so nervous.
"I am now glad the contest
was long because it gave me a
chance to know the boys and
they to know me. When I got
home that night the girls had
signs outside the house and a
movie camera set up to catch
my reactions as I came in the
door."
Julie received a perpetual
trophy, a dream girl trophy for
herself, a bouquet of flowers and
a miniature replica of the Theta
Chi fraternity pin.
ATTENDANTS
The women selected as Julie’s
attendants are Jody Kaiser,
Alpha Phi; Judy Brewington,
Delta Gamma; Carol Fuller,
Kappa Kappa Gamma; and Pat
Schultz, independent.
Maurice added, "Julie was
one of our big choices since the
start of the contest. She’s a
cool girl who’s tops personality wise."
In conclusion Julie stressed.
"I am very proud to represent
Theta Chi fraternity because
they are a great group of guys.
I am really looking forward to
the coming year."

Editor:
I think it mest unfortunate
that there could he anyone on
this campus who is so uninformed about the reasoning behind any opposition to the United
Nations that they would be so
brash as to publicly denounce, by
means of a letter in the Spartan
Daily, those who would hold
such a belief.
I am a student of history and
am informed about many of the
intricacies of world affairs. Also
I do know enough to say that
the reasoning by which Mr. Mason and myself attack the UN
is substantial.
It is surprising that, as a student of philosophy and literature,
Miss Saltzman would be willing
to admit that while being uninformed about intricacies and details she still felt competent
enough to label our reasoning
fallacious. However, with this
dogmatic statement under her
belt she proceeds to say that she
will support the UN until she
has been convinced of our argument. How can she be convinced
of an argument that she has
pre-judged to be fallacious on the
basis of no information?
Cars- Koegle
A61321

Meaninglessness Has
Trapped Man
Editor:
I was intrigued with Miss
Saltzman’s article in "Thrust and
Parry" entitled "Truth Seeker
Gives Browning Rights." Miss
Saltzman appears to fully express the plight of modern day
man. Modern man so often expressses the concept that if there
is a God, he is now dead, and all
man can do is depend on his intellect to reason his way through
an absurd life. Nothing really
makes sense. The universe is absurd. It is grotesque, inexplicable
and irrational. The realization of
the fact that death is inevitable
and final results in debating
whether or not to commit suicide. Nothing is lasting; no
knowledge, no philosophy, no system of thought will make man
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Editor:
It is indeed a pleasure to have
occasion to write a letter of
praise for Thrust and Parry.
On behalf of the Ru.ssian Club
of San Jose State College I
would like to express publicly
our appreciation to the cafeteria
staff and management for the
excellent service, good food, and
willing cooperation they provided
for the reception given for the
Russian language chorus from
the United States Army Language School at Monterey, after
their appearance at Morris
Dailey Auditorium last Thursday
evening.
Anna Mason
President, Russian Club
ASB B1366

Here’s Another Look
At Library Schedule
Editor:
Speaking for the Library Cornmitt,...e, I realize that students
doing research projects over vacation are an important minority. If they weren’t, the library
would be completely closed during Easter vacation - to the
satisfaction of the library staff,
I’m sure. And yet, opening the
library completely during Easter
would not be a wise move either.
The unfortunate occurrence of
a wandering student being injured by the movers is a possibility. Also, without adequate
supervision, damage to library
materials is another possibility.
The compromise suggested by
our committee was agreeable to
all concerned at the time:
1.) The Reserve Book Room
will be open as usual from 8
a.m. to 5 p.m.
2.) The Main Library must
be closed down Monday, April
8, in order to move the main
card file.
3.) Beginning Tuesday, April
9, books will be paged and delivered to the Reserve Book
Room. This service will continue
until it is possible to admit students to the card catalog, lobby,
and bookstack areas.
4.) Hopefully, full service can
be provided before the end of
the week.
5.) Use of the Main Library

ampui
Wesley
Foundation

Play, Boy

eliqiouo

Spartan Tri-C

By GEORGE MARTIN

"Fifty point four per cent surveyed ansuered that they
smoked.- Playboy said, with filter tips the favorite. On
mein.
I noted. Playboy and I don’t jibe-cigarettes induce in me paleness
and nausea rapidly followed by unconsciousness.
"As to home entertainment," the survey added, "49 per cent
own record players; 169 per cent, tape recorders; 63.1 per cent
table model radios; and 16.5 per cent television sets." I was beginning to get panicky now. Nothing was. Jibing. My home entertainment center consists of a flaming red Fender Telecaster electric
guitar and two amplifiers, a regular guitar, a banjo and a mandolin.
But the last few items nipped my worry in the bed. The
average college-type has "8.3 ties, 2.7 belts, 14.6 pairs of socks. 10
undershirts and 10.5 pairs of undershorts," Playboy annotinced.
Here. I could feel at home. Since my gray tie got stuck in
the Health Building elevator last week. I have had precisely 8.3
ties. Since I wore out one-third of my elastic belt heating on the
girl next door fa fair lass with brown eyes and an uncommon
strong will I, I have exactly 2.7 belts. Pairs of socks is the riarne
story if I average out all the holes in my various pairs; and the
old pair of shorts I use to polish my motorcycle. makes 10.5 precisely in my wardrobe; plus, of course. I read Playboy.
It’s nice to realize one is cool.

Russ Club Lauds
Cafeteria Service

during the moving will be by
permit only. Students may obtain applications for permits at
the Information Desk of the Library, North Wing, on or before
April 5.
6.1 It will be possible to
check out books over the Easter
period before vacation starts.
As for the library staff. I hope
the majority of the student body
will be appteciative of their efforts in this matter.
It is regrettable that most
students are not aware of the
existence of the Library Committee. We cordially invite students with problems concerning
the Library to attend our meetings, or to contact me personally.
John E. Hammond
AS1S Representative
Library Committee
ASH A3134

’We Want Jazz,’
Cry KSJS Listeners
Editor:
As contributors to the San
Jose State ASB fund, we were
under the impression part of our
money was appropriated for a
radio station on campus However, upon tuning in on KSJS on
various days, we were dismayed
to hear a mass of garbled noise
emanating from the amplifier.
We thought we were paying for
music.
We are college students, not
advocates of long-hair hogwash.
Why not play some jazz or something just as appropriate for students?
We also have been informed
that KSJS is preparing to bilk
the student body out of another
$18.000 ( less $11. We are shocked.
With the present selection of
music on KSJS, the funds would
be more beneficial to the student
body if they were appropriated
for a beer bust at the Sands or
to buy steers for a certain nearby hambuerger joint instead of
horses.
We hope the radio station will
either change their programming
or sign off permanently.
Kevan MacPhee A5349
Ste% en Toomey A3383
Dennis Toomey A1195
Mike (;III A8258
EDITOR’S NOTE: There is a KSJS
Jan Session at 7:30 on Friday
nights.

Is Barry Really
A Secret Liberal?
Editor:
For the last time, I will attempt to clear the minds of
David Fishman and Pete Dedini,
who have again made confusing
and untrue comments about conservatism in Thrust and Parry.
There seems to be a simple
problem of semantics involved
concerning the words "liberalism" and "conservatism." These
two terms are not mutually exclusive concepts, but are attitudes related to a given set of
circumstances. The true liberal

is a lover of liberty a
freedrim, a liberator from Gond.
age of any kind for others
and
himself. The classical conserva.
tom, on the other hand,
desires
to maintain existing institutions
or views, whether they purpose
to maintain freedoms that have
been achieved or conditions that
are oppressive (i.e., reactionary
preservation of the status quo).
’Today’s political conservatives
are certainly not for the preservation of the status quo i jest
ask one) and therefore cannot
be called reactionary. If anything, it is the so-called "tilerals" I Kenned y, Eisenhower.
Rockefeller) who want to keep
things as they are.
Today’s conservative is concerned about the already diminishing amount of individual liberty in -the United States and
the world today. He resents the
encroachment of governmental
authority on his hitherto taken for-granted freedom as a citizen
in our society. He advaeates
change of a mariner which will
stop this growing trend towald
tight governmental regul t ion of
every facet of our lives.
Indeed, although Fishman and
Dedini know what a liberal is,
they don’t know who the true
liberals are. By all standard delinitions, the Goldwater conservative is today’s true liberal. Dave
and Pete, I welcome you to the
Goldwater liberal camp!
Al Mason
ASH iA1011

’Christian Faith Is
Gift of God’
Editor:
In this. the most saered
of the Christian Calendar. I
think it only fitting and pmper
that I write in defense of the
Christian faith.
Indeed. Christian Faith is a
gift of God born of deep anguish
and unbearable suffering. These
who have been so unfortunate as
to escape such anguish and suf.
fering cannot possibl). understand the meaning of Christian
Faith. They will ridicule it .is did
Miss Saltzman and seek other
gods in place of the God id Isaac,
Abraham, and Jacob.
Some will, as did Miss Stilt,man, seek the god of re:eon.
Others will seek Mars, the god
of war. Still others will seek
Bacchus, the god of wine and
revelry. Most, however, seek the
god of money, position and power.
These gods, however. are as
weak as the human nature which
has created them. Those who
rely on them can he made to
crack under pressure just as easily as the house built on sand is
made to crumble under pressure
of wind and rain.
It is only Christian Faith, my
dear, that will give a man
strength to bear every pressure
Satan has to offer and still,
though wounded, stand.
Edward L. Browning
All ((3
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Zbe Column
A twit looking envelope came in the mail the other day. The
return address was "Playboy, 232 E. Ohio St., Chicago, III." and
It was addressed personally, too. I mean, right there on the envelope
It said: "Editor, Campus Paper, San Jose College, Calif."
Inside, my trembling hands discovered a survey, telling about
Joe College. 1963, and what a cool guy he is and how he dresses
well and reads a certain slick-covered magazine.
Gosh, thought I, bending closer so as to read more rapidly.
here at last is a statistical statement of what the cool, playboy-type
college student should be like: handsome, neat. - kind of like me!
"Thirty-six per cent of the men interviewed possess their own
cars, while 10.7 per cent have full-time personal use of one," Playboy started. Well, thought I, I have a 1950 Triumph motorcycle
with a broken piston, but I guess on that. score I don’t rate too

immortal. He is so tortured by
the need of an Absolute which
he cannot believe exists. Consequently, man fills his life with
meaningless content; eating,
sleeping and studying when all
along he knows there is no purpose.
Man has become so trapped by
the meaninglessness of existence
that all he dare do is look out
for himself and expect the other
fellow to do the same.
If man assumes that God is
dead, then so man also must be
dead. And I am sorry for "us" to
the depths of my soul.
Phyllis Butler
ASB 2325

CENTRAL CHURCH
OF CHRIST

3rd & San Antonio
April 7, 1963
9:15 cm. Seminar with roncentrated study

IMthodist Student
Center)
441 South 10th
Street

5:15 p.m.

J. Benton White,
Campus Minister

that is the message of Eastr may
bncnms. a reality in your If.,

Worship Sunday
First
Santa Clara & Stir
5’.5 1155 am.
Donald A. Getty,
Minilter

St. Paul’s
lOth altar Snivedor
ii,O0 a rn.
James Bhrege,
Minister

Schedule of Services:

Evangel Bible
Book Store
WARNER PRESS, INC.

Sunday, April 7, at 6 15 pm.
SJCC student Brian Pool will speak
on:
"Questions in Philosophy"
1)00 a m - MorningecivreS,)"rahC
RA p.m - Supper (40.)
6:15 p.m. - Meeting

"The Best in Chistian Merchandise"

Roger Williams Fellowship

94 S. 2nd

GRACE BAPTIST CHURCH

292-2353

First Immanuel Lutheran

A J. ’rammer, Pastor

HOLY WEEK AT
TRINITY CHURCH
81 North Second Str..

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH SERVICES
8:30. 11:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m.

484 East Son Fernando

_

Episcopalians at San Jose State

An inf or ’native program about our
Spring Retreat to Ise held April l9.21

Bibles
Books
Religious Gift,

thie. Synod]
and
Student Center
374 So. 3rcl St.
Sunday Morning Scrvn,..,.
13:15, 9:30 11 00
Lenten Services: Wed. 6:45, 8 p.m.
Studnt gathering after 6.45 service.
R. Fiedler. Dir. of Music
R. Stuenkel, Vicar

Canterbury
Tales

All are a elcigne
in

Tke Method.st Churches of San
Jose 1 .usn for you .s that the ioy

jutde

SUNDAY
NNorship Hours
Billie Study Chien
Evenina Worthip
WEDNESDAY

8:30 a.m.
10:15 a.m.
9:45
7:90 p.m.
7:30 p.m.

SPECIAL CLASSES
FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS
_
Sundays at 045 a.m.
81 North hiehth
Minister: Paul Oler

845, 11 00 and 7 30 p m.
Church Service

Palm Sunday:
.m.a’,nHoly
roC
AnteCommunion 9 25
Wednesday: Communion a’
10:30 am.
Maundy Thursday: 10.30 a -7.30 p
Good Friday: Throe H’
Easter Eve. (Set j H
p m.
Easter Sunday: The 1.
at 7,9, I i m.
CAMPUS CHRISTIAN CENTER
300 South Tenth

for the complete collegiate experiPncr:
worship this Sunday at

1010 a.m. College Bible Class
George "Stony" 051fins John 14 Altra
*a miss Ciallq Chaplain
Pao,

First Baptist Church
the downtown church
catering to the college community
4.30 & 11 00 in - Morning WershiP
4 al;
9455
p
College
CLuc cub
$
7 00 p.m.- Evening Service

Attend The
Church Of
Your Choice
%..’.5.Tri’,WcW.
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ITV Center Televise
Extension Services

p.

what is it
TM. ITV Cerder and how does It benefit the StIll
Joie State College student and
!acuity member?
TeleIt is the Instructional
on campus
vision Center located
This office leads to a
jit 11132.
television studio which televises
weekly instructional programs
U. In
seen on KNTV, Channel
able to offer
Ibis way. SJS is
televised extension programs to
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all wired po into on campus.
There are 78 classrooms on campus aired for television reeep-
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A SJS student of a stringed
instrument may find himself on
the way to a national music career with the sponsorship of the
American Federation of Musicians, Local 152, San Jose.
The local is looking for a music student between the ages of
16 and 23 to sponsor as its candidate at the 1963 String Congress at Michigan State University.
Transportation, room and
hoard and study with artists from
leading United States symphony
orchestras will be movided at
the Fifth International Congress
of Strings.
Students interested in competing for the chance to represent Santa Clara County should
contact Donald Homuth, assisant professor of music.
According to Orrin Blattner,
Local 153 president, approximately 1110 string players from
all parts of the United States
will be awarded scholarships.
Contestants must be residents
of Santa Clam County able to
compete on any of the following
instruments: violin, cello, viola
or double bass.

The student, however, Is not
the only person able to receive
service from the Center. It also
assists individual instructors or
departmental groups in preparing and presenting televised instruction or in receiving televised programs.
Study guides, lesson plans,
seating charts, and other materials to be used in the televised
lessons will be typed and duplicated for the instructors by
members of the Center. Also, a
full-time graphic artist is available to assist teachers in the
preparation of televisuals for instructional In ograms.
Monthly schedules, special bulletins, orientation guides, and
other materials are also prepared and distributed to the
faculty. A resource library
(nearly 3,000 items) relating to
all areas of insttuctional television is maintained by the Center, as well as a photo-file providing slides and pictures for
instructional purposes,
The ITV Center, open every
weekday, is another of the convenient services available to students and faculty members on
campus.

Key Is Only Party
is the ioily officially
sanctioned political party on the
San Jose State campus. It was
organized this semester and will
present its first slate of candidates for the elections this
month.

TROPICAIRE
Twin -Vu. Desiila

DRIVE-IN
’ BATTLE BEYOND THE SEA’
NIGHT TIDE"

400 South First St
-MR. PETERS PETS"
-FORBIDDEN SANDS"
Japanese drama

TOW NE 3061,
1433 The Alameda
"CINDERELLA"
A Babb& Ballet
"Midsummer Night’s Dream"

iterbury
’ales

tion and 50 television receivers
are availubk., according to
mond. Most IA
telessions
may be fOUIld iii MOITIS Dailey
Auditorium, TH55, and Centennial Hall classrooms. Broadcasting for these classes originates
right in the television studio,
located in TH34.
Televised observations are another set vice offered by the Center to the students. Many education majors observe their assigned class on TV tight on campus instead of going to their
designated school. A two-way
audio-video communications is
also part of the system.
In addition, the Center receives broadcast programs from
Bay Area television stations, and
information concerning pr o grams from these stations Is
available upon request.

north screen
"DIARY OF A MAD MAN"
"AMAZON OF ROME"
south screen
"DUEL OF THE TITANS"
"TARZAN THE MAGNIFICENT"

’STUD

1,14p

396 South First
"DUEL OF THE TITANS"
Steve Reeves and Gordon Scott
"TARZAN THE MAGNIFICENT"

K AT
URCH
Stre.t

Gordon Scott
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The Exodus Begins

The Great Exodus from ’tm is itsait to begin as students race
like ants out of woodwork to their respectise homes and or vacation spots.
One of the bigger herds will head south to the beaches while
another block will descend en masse to the snow-covered mountains.
I can already hear the Rumblers, the Beach Boys and the
Chalkeigers warming up their guitars for the balmy evenings to
come. The night of stomping Is always a welcome climax to a day
on the beach or on a surfboard.
Many collegians will be found co-existing reluctantly on the
beaches with the local high school "haitilats" at First and Manhattan, Huntington, Rincon, Newport, Malibou and Ventura County
Line.
But If the college surfer would like to White himself from
phenorns he may find solace at Sunset Cliffs, Wind and Sea or at
the -Big" spot, The Plaz, also known as Plaza del Rey in Palos
Verdes,
ALPHA TAI’ OMEGA
Officers recently elected are Dick Harris, president; Charles
Swell, vice president; Dave Travers, treasucer; Roger Menaal,
secretary; Gary Ables, sergeant -at -arms; Bob Varner, keeper of
the annals; and Tom Moorehouse, sentinel.
ALPHA OMICRON PI
The members of Alpha Omicron Pi held their Spring Cotillion
at the Town and Country Lodge in Ben Lomond Saturday night.
Highlighting the evening was the announcement of their Dream
Guy. (’hock Grebernier. Chuck, who is a member of Sigma Chi,
was presented with the AOPi Dream Guy trophy and will hold the
title for one year. Runners-up in the contest were: Jerry Collett,
Alpha Tau Omega; Rod Gabrielson, Theta Xi; and Pete Petronevich, Sigma Alpha Epsilon,
SIGMA ALPHA Mt
Sigma Alpha Mu held Its Installation of spring officers at 17
West last weekend. Those installed were: Shel Izsak. president;
Richard Petersen, vice president; Steve Greenberg, secretary; and
Lynn Freed, treasurer.
PHI MU
Kathy Galleger was recently pledged. Judy Farrell has been
elected president of Upsilon chapter of Gamma Alpha Chi, national
advertising fraternity for women at SJS.
SIGMA NU
A house retreat was held Saturday in the Santa Cruz mountains to discuss house ideas and attitudes. Sunday the men showed
their parents around the house, served lunch and had a general
meeting for Parents’ Day. After the meeting, Sigma Nu Parents’
Club presented the house with new kitchen equipment and additional dining room chairs.
ALPHA CHI OMEGA
Reo Blake, Marcella Seligman and Linda Lindsey recently
attended Alpha Chi Omega’s province convention at Wilamette
University, Oregon. Members from all parts of the western United
States were there to discuss the sorority system.
SIGMA PI
Initiates into Sigma Pi fraternity are: Richard McGovern, Edwin Hill, Ed Buck, Richard Kankel, Robert Scarola, Terry Parks,
Ronald Dixon, Rick Woodman, John Metesser, John Simpson,
James Ogden and Shannon Davis.
KAPPA ALPHA TIIETA
The ladies of Kappa Alpha Theta have announced the pledging
of Debbie Miller, Andi Coffin, Sue Taylor, Judy Sewell and Carolyn
Mont evaldo.
Officers for 196.1 are: Jeanne Loginotti, president; Val Lowen,
first vice president: Nancy Larson, second vice president; Cindy
Conrad, corresponding secretary; Joyce Anthony, recording secretary; Enid LaTourneau, treasurer; and Anti Lombari and Charles
Mary Hagerty, rush chairmen.
LITTLE SISTERS OF MINERVA
A picnic was given for the pledges of Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Sunday afternoon by the Little Sisters of Minerva. Officers for
the spring semester will be Linda Bonney, president; Judy Harris,
vice president; and Diane Miller, secretary-treasurer.
DELTA SIGMA PHI
Roger Oswald was chosen the Alpha Chi Omega Big Lyre Guy
at the sorority’s dance last weekend. Jim Fratis has joined the
spring pledge class. Ground -breaking ceremonies were held Sunday
after first being called off because of rain.
DELTA GAMMA
Honored Saturday at the Delta Gamma Founders’ Day ceremonies were Barbara Ahern, "Active of the Year," and Gail Cotton,
"Pledge of the Year." Bent Carlson, Kathy Beet and Carol Mauser
have become spring pledges.
CHI OMEGA
Chi Omega sorority recently held its annual Eleusinian luncheon at the Villa in San Mateo to commemorate the national founding of Chi Omega.

Portrait in Jazz’
Duke Fillington ,ind Dai.e Bruised( are two of the featured
artists on the premiere of "Portrait in Jazz" this Friday evening at 7:30. The coolest sounds
in Jazz make the scene as Ron
Hoffer, host of the new program,
presents the big names in the
jazz music field on record
The first program has as its
emphasis "Introduction to Jazz."
Buffer will cover all phases of
t his music fr.siii moderate sounds

to the mast abstract. Also on the
inaugural program, a definition
of Bosse Nava will give listeners
an insight into this type of jazz
and its origin.
On future programs such
names as Erroll Garner, Sarah
Vaughn, Louis Armstrong, Lambert Hendricks, Bevan and many
others will be featured. This program should prove to be one of
the most entertaining on KSJS9().7 FM.
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WEEK OF APRIL 8-12
4:28Sign On
4:29Program Highlights
4:30News
4:45Spartan Show
5:00Books in the N..’
5:05Aperitif
6:00Your Twilight Concert
7.00Georgetown Forum
7:30Fall Sampler
8:C0News
8: ISBBC World Report
8:30Today in Sports
8:35Sign Off
MONDAY
6:00TWILIGHT CONCERT:
Bach: Brandenburg Concerto
Offenbach: Gaits
No. 5
Parisienne
7:00GEORGETOWN FORUM: Will
Russia Bury Us at Seal
TUESDAY
5:00DR. TELL ME: A. Most Forms
of Mental lliness Inherited?
7:00GALLERY OF SHORT STORIES:
-Sophistication by Sherwood
AndersonStcry tel:er is Jeanie
Archer
7:30WHERE MINDS MEET, The
Frozen World: Fear in Speech
WEDNESDAY
5:00LAW IN THE NEWS: Use of
the Polygraph in the Courtroom
6:00TWILIGHT CONCERT: Rimsky
Korsakoff: Russian Easter Over.
tune, Bordin: Symphony No. 2
in B Minor, Moussorgsky: Boris
Gordonoff exce-pts
THURSDAY
5:00MEDICAL MILESTONES: Theo.
Work and
bald Smith His
Studies on Texas Fever and the
Use of Neutral Toxin -antitoxins
won him Worldwide Recognition
7:00SURVIVAL: Stability and
Change in the International En.
Dr. Ernest Haas,
vironment
Professor of Political Science,
USC
5:00BUSINESS REVIEW: The Tobacco Industry
8:15THE WALL: The Wall in the
Bohemian Forests

SQUIRE
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The
playing at the Saratoga Theater was
adapted from a 14th century
Swedish folk legend by director
Ingmar Bergman. In its primitveness it is one of the most
i:eautiful I have ever seen.
The story surrounds a closely_
knit and deeply devout family
who send their youngest daughter to deliver candles to the
church that they have made.
She is selected because they feel
it is a duty for only the purest
in God’s eyes.
Because she is young and very
Swedish with her pale blonde
beauty. she falls prey in a forest to three goatherders who kill
and strip her of all her Sunday
finery.
In the goatherders’ attempt to
sell the garments they head the
wrong direction and receive
their just reward from the virgin’s father when they ironically seek shelter from the cold
and night.
But this isn’t the end. and I
won’t attempt to es:0am. It al.

though I can guarat.
, most
touching and unexpe, ...a scene.
Also featured was another of
Bergman’s greats, "The Devil’s
Eye." This was done with a narrator in four acts and is based
on the Irish saying, "A woman’s
chastity is a stye in the Devil’s
Eye " and that is exactly what
hanpen- in this funny but enlightening comedy The stye is
such an agi,ation to the Devil
that he dec’des to get his reven 7,C.. by sending Don Juan
back to earth far two days.
Need I say more?
Starting at the Towne Theater on the Alameda will be
Bergrnan’s -Wild Strawberries"
and "Seventh Seal." Both will
rotate to the Saratoga for the
weekend.
"David and Lisa." the much
acclaimed, triple award vvinning
film at the San Francisco International Film Festival, will be
shown at the Towne Theater
following Easter vacation.
During vacation. April 4, 5. 6
and 7. a film of the Moscow Bolshoi Ballet performing "CMderella" will be r.m.
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ALSO

OFFERS ...

in a

experience Z:

TomomAi .s the rh,iilline 1.1
submitting manuscripts to Reed,
campus literary magazine. Short
contributions are especially
needed. Manuscripts may be
placed in a designated box in
the English Office, F0102.
May 8 is Reed publication
date.

Films Display Power

STUDENTS...

CV. 3-1953

.14 CENTER
oath

Deadline for Reed

ITV SERVICE AT WORKHere is an extensior course being
telecast in the ITV studio. This is one of the many services of
this college department.

Clip this ad. It will admit two
with the purchase of one Gen.
Admission Ticket. Expires Apri’
I I th.

Moonlife
Automovie

NOMINATED
FOR

Dr. Has sky Snyder, head ot
t he Music Department. will
represent the San Jose Symphony Association as a guest on
KRON-TV’s "Community Circle" program on Saturday afternoon at 1:30.
The music educator will be
Interviewed by Lee Noble, Channel F’our’s Program Host for the
series.
Also appearing on Saturday’,
"Community Circle" will be Admiral R. M. Watt Jr. (USN Reti
of Oakland, who will tell of his
meeting as a buy of 10, with
John Clemm, ’The Drummer
Boy of Shiloh." The program
date coincides with the 101st
anniversary of the Battle of
Shiloh and the interview will be
preceded be footage from "Johnny Shiloh" furnished by Disney
Studios,
The "Community Circle" will
be completed by Dr. William A.
Atchley of the Cancer Research
Institute of the University of
California Medical Center who
reports on late cancer research,
and a physician from the San
Francisco Medical Society reporting on the vaccine for
measles

SPARTAN DAILY-4

STUDENT DISCOUNT
TICKETS

2
DAYS ONLY!
FRI.- SAT,

Save 35c on each show/
Purchase a Special Student DISCOUNT
TICKET for $1.00this will entitle you to
FREE ADMISSION for the current show.
Each time you attend STUDIO THEATRE
thereafter, and present your discount
ticket, you will be admitted for 90c.
SAVE 35¢.
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Students $0.00

PLUS -

8 Mia-Summer
6i’.i.i3ORY/ ROBERT POLLY
PECK /MITCHUM BERGEN
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ROTC Queen, Court Finalists FroWrintl
Selected Today in Cafeteria

Thursday, April 4, 1961 ;

Psychology Book Shows
Bad Writing Says Critic

Preliminary judging will take
place today in the cafeteria, rooms
A and It, between 4 and 5:15 p.m..
for six girls to fill the roles of
queen and attendants at the ROTC
Military Ball April 26.
During these initial selections
the 30 applicants will wear high
heels and afternoon attire. Sabres,
ROTC honor society members, who
are to do the judging, will wear
suits and ties.

’ hei -IN le is sery -grandmotherly-.
By STAN NASCIMENTO
"11 a graduate student handed I He said he found it possible to
me something like this for his doc- strike out many repetitive paratorate thesis, I would hand it back graphs.
to him and tell him to rewrite it,.I In addition to commenting on the
[
because it illustrates all the writ- structure of the book. Dr. Clyde
ing which is wrong in the field of brought out the author’s reason for
psychology today."
writing the book, which was to
This was Dr. Robin Clyde’s com- comment on the problem of uncerment when he discussed Charlotte tainties met in trying to find values
Buhler’s "Values in Psychother- in life.
apy" at yesterday afternoon’s book
Her conclusion states four basic
talk.
tendencies of all life, which are: a
Dr. Clyde, personnel counselor need of satisfaction, a need for selfadded that the author quoted only limiting adaptation or the push for
secondary sources. Also he felt tha security, a need for individual need

111\in I I 111S
MEWS
/PTICAL
mar
AT BET! ER STORES
SWIFT INSTRUMENTS, INC.
Boston 25, Mass
San Jose 12, Calif
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Flower

Shop
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and
Corsages
for all
Occasions
CY 2-0462

for self realization, and a need for
upholding internal order, such as
peace of mind.
Dr. Clyde stated that the author’s main concern of an elaborate
value system was constantly emphasized by the four basic points.
In reading of her discussion
about values. Dr. Clyde concluded
that she felt we should find and
accept a majority decision to form
our basis of thinking.
Dr. Clyde concluded, "It is a
hook worth reading because the is. ues are cogent in giving one group
works with another to find values.
Also in reading it you can get the
feeling of what one shouldn’t do in
good writing."

10th & Santa Clare

MosRer’s
NEW SHIPMENT
JUST ARRIVED
Now in
NAVY
(also in white)

K.S.1S. San Jose State’s FM she
non, will be operating throughout
Easter vacation, according to pro.-:ram director Mike Neufield. However, the two news reports at 4:30
and 8 p.m. will not be presented.
and musical programming will replace these two shows.
During Spring recess several
new programs will evolve, includmg "Commentary ’63," an analysis
of news events, which will be aired
Tuesday at 8:15 p.m.

CANVAS OXFORD
Sure grip with
Anti-Slip Rubber Sole
by
Top -Sider
$9.95

CD osner’s Ed
Campus Shop
San Jose State College
50 South Fourth
Also Town & Country Village
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NEWLY SELECTED Spartanettes pick up their
pompons from head Spartanette Dee Hill. The
six co-eds, four regulars and two alternates, were
selected from 50 aspirants Tuesday night by a
student-faculty group of seven. The new song
girls are (I. to r.) Penny Furtney, sophomore
elementary education major; Gwen Donaldson,
sophomore elementary education major (alter-
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STATE MEAT MARKET

San Jose State College Faculty
Wives will revive an old annual
tradition when they present a
steak barbecue at 5:30 p.m. on
Wednesday. April 17, at the campus barbecue pits on Seventh St.
near the women’s gym.
Louie Mele. associate professor
of industrial arts, will act as chef,
with faculty members from the industrial arts department assisting.
Evening entertainment will be
headed by David Hatch, associate
professor of art, playing the guitar
and banjo and ,-inging folk songs.
Decorations will I,0 arranged by
Mrs. Claude Settles and Mrs. Tokio
Ishikawa.
Reservations may be made
through Monday, April 15, at 6
p.m. by calling members of the’
Faculty Wives Book Review groups,
Mrs. Sayer! El Warrlani. CY4-9981:
Isirs. Alfred Einarrson, C1,8-6543.
Mrs Harland Enihree. C1.1-0-137

CY

CY 2-7726
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WEEK’S SPECIALS
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DUBUQUE or ARMOUR
CANNED HAM S LB. Size

alit

Boo’s

I

5379

37c

ARMOUR STAR (Torn Turkey)
Hen
SKINLESS WEINER. FIRST QUALITY
CORNED BEEF BONELESS

lb

41c lb
45‘ lb
43c lb

GO(
Pc
A

Plenty of FREE PARKING
Wholesale to Frets, Sororities and Boarding Sonic.,
1.31111.1112.1111=11111213211..-

Voters To Provide Solution
oratorium Bill Passes

Pete’s Waiting for YOE’

if M

No doubt_ being us sly.
ailsenturon-, exuberant
you are looking forssartl
Is) Easier vacation. \\ ell, ise are

ontinnial frem Page Ill
I believed to be a schizophrenic, will
to a public vote, it will be a dif- be institutionalized for many
years, and it is doubtful that he
ficult decision to make.
Citizens realize the need for pub- can be rehabilitated.
Punishment as well as rehabililie protection. They will have to
decide whether protection neces- tation should he a part of penolsarily means punishment or wheth- ogy. If society does not punish,
there will be no deterrent to crime.
er it can mean rehabilitation.
But are murderers capable of1 When children are young, a
being rehabilitated? If the killing spanking is enough punishment to
was a result of a temporary jeal- deter them from misbehaving.
ous rage or similar emotional eon- I But when they grow up and are
flict, perhaps the person could be capable of killing another person,
successfully rehabilitated. In that will people he deterred by the
case, enforcing the death penalty threat of seven year:’ imprisonment. followed by parole? Tle
would be a dire mistake.
On the other hand, De Kaplany, threat of death is a much more
effective deterrent.
Although there is no pat answer
, to the capital punishment puzzle.
Dining Room Service
California voters may be called
upon to provide a solution if the
moratorium bill, introduced in the
Assembly by Lester McMillan, I
Los Angelesr on January 31, 1963,
passes both houses.
The first leg of the bill’s Ion.;
journey through I he legisla t ’Ii
will be April 9, is hen the C’,111 mittee on Crime I Pro,d-re
holds its henrinv. iiS,111,11,1.
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International Restaurant
Tropicana Shopping Center
King and Story Roads
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Spring Vacation Bowling
Join Now!
Tico’s Tacos Hunger Abatement Society

3 lines $ I . . . anytime

For the minimal fee of 30 cents you receive

351 a line after 6 p.m.
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Faculty Wives
Plan Barbecue

’resident, and participate in the
executive decisions made during
the course of their duties.
This is the sixth annual Student
Management Workshop, started in
1958 by Alex Hart, president of
the store, and Prof. B. J. Norwood of SJS Marketing Department. Thirty students are enrolled
in the coming program and will
take part in the activities in Hart’s
Sunnyvale and San Jose stores.
Lectures will he held in the San
Jose Branch of the San Francisco
Federal Savings & Loan.
This year Reed Jones, junior
front Alameda, will he Alex J.
Hart’s understudy. The assignments are made by a student cornInittee which reviews all appli..111,ns ;Ind splects the member,.

not nfitTtit

Hurd, of

Alas Liu

nate); Carol Mauser, junior elementary education major; Kathy Hamilton, junior elementary
education major; Marcia Pearson, sophomore
homemaking major; and Terry Lumley, freshman
drama major (alternate). A special rally is scheduled after Easter by +he Rally Committee to
introduce the spirit-raisers to SJS students.

Retailers To Lecture
At Hart s Workshop

Three guest speaker: will high’ light the week-long activities ot
the Student Management Workshop, national award winning service project co-sponsored by San
Jose State College’s Division of
Business and L. Hart & Son Co.,
beginning Monday, April 8.
Following an introduction by
Alex J. Hart Jr., president of
Hart’s. Hector Escobosa, president
of I. Magnin’s in San Francisco,
Take-home pay has jumped 30 will speak on "Retailing as a Caper cent in the past 10 years, but reer."
:ood prices have increased only
Escohnsa began his career in resix per cent.
tailing with Hale Bros. in 1926
and by 1939 was executive vice
president and general manager ’,I
Frederick & Nelson and concurrently vice president of Marsha,’
Field & Co. In 1951 he was elected
to the presidency of I. Magnin’,
on Tuesday Olney G. Smi th
executive director of the San Jo,p
P,edevelopment Agency. will speak
to the students on "The Impaet
of Urban Deselopment on Retailing.’
Prioe to joining the agency in
1957 Smith was Urban Renewal
mector for the city and county
.,1 Denver, Colo.
On the final morning of the
All Reef Burgers
workshop Arnold E. Kin.sler, partChips
ner in the Kline-Kinsler Resident
Pill Pickb’s
Buyiing Office in Los Angeles, will
lontato
speak on the work of resident
Lettuce
buying firms.
onion,.
Executives on Hart’s staff will
mso lecture and lead discussions
fiehih
on various phases of retailing durDelicious
ing morning sessions of the work’nw Bi RGER HOUSE shop.
The students will undet study
.i88 L. Santa Clara, San Jose
Hart’s personnel, from buyer to

I [we(

Open 24 hours

lettuce
tomato
onion

7 days

a

week

30 cents
Act now before weakness voids offer

Phone Orders CY 7-8421

fu.. 1,1
,’Cyli,it,

--------

DELICIOUS

roP-y SVER

Each Sabre will ..o.
oeds. The top six
I IC announced and .
judging April 18 in lii.i at
7 ion
Tentative judges for the II’in,
lection are Dr. William J. buinseL
vice president of SJS: Dr.
Burton
R. Brazil, prblessor ot
Oil sri.
ence; Miss Mary M. Neai.
assiseue
professor of physical education. and
Major Russell L. Johnson
and
wife, MIN. Mary John.on

4+h and St. James
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From Theory to Practical - Man’sNature Rocket Firm Blood Drive
Write Letters to the Editor Speech Topic Directorship Release Slips
To SJS Grad Available

entinciitly simple
What is an
make the
mry for students to
political science
from
nansition
level to the prae;it the theotrical
method is to have the
One
ticX
letters.to-the-editor,
student write
asaccording to Laurence flints,
of political
scgant professor
sc7cnce.
his students
Rims usually has
Organization write
in International
Seseveral letters dui*iiiit the
This time the results were gratifying, the professor pointed out.
a sophomore,
Glenn W. Stockwell,
attempted one of the possibilities
am normally recommended by
-

Crest Pipe 011143
F rst Sreet
Enloy smoking
Smoke a pipe!
And .rh,le you are shopping, try
of our select blends of fine
-;-rord or domestic tobacco. Just
.- .or the discrimineting pipe
;
4/

Plaza
Gadren

P.,cth

1

-A

shcp
CY 85,-r
Easter
Corsages
our
Specialty

Prof. liii ns; a 1.1
to the Neo.
York Times. it
, before yesterday in the -letters"
.

"Normally the Times receives
about a thousand letters a day
from across the nation." Burns
said. "and it Is noteworthy that
Stockwel[s letter was considered
for publication by the paper." The
letter, commenting on Arthur
Krock’s column, was also published in the international edition
.it the Times. Stockwell has received a clipping from that edition.
a courtesy of the paper.
"I think it is important that
students be shown that they can
influence decision and activities,"
IBirris said. "and the finest thing
’a university can teach a student
is to externalize what he feels internally "

GOOD EATIN’
PODNAH

ANEEITS
TEXAS.
SIZED
STEAKS
VISIT
OUR

Lariat
Room
SOON

ANGELO’S
STEAK HOUSE
-

s 361,d 7. E SANTA CLARA

Wanted: 100 more i
However. these p
have
nothing to do with Ism ’as In fact.
they should have legs and he female.
Interested women should sign
ari at the Model U.N. office in the
-,.tlitlent Union. 315 S. 9th. Al 100 have already signed
.7i. Diane Madsen, undersecretary
r special services, conveyed she
noels 1(X) more, or a total of 200
id wear white blouses
rl) 1,!ick skirt
with special
: iunmet-bonds." she said.
’Fla, are needed Wednesday
thromai Saturday. April 24-27 to
help during the MUN Se’s-aunt
Sororities and other women’.
I is mg groups are encouraged le
..n up together, Miss Madsen
.7dei
REASONABLE
BIKE RENTAL
-iiieil: rii hr.. ’12 ..00 ,14%
ose hr.. c 1.1111 ilav
7-or hr.. -s t.".11 ulas
RESERVATIONS
krr.iii.ziito iii. or seekettri11 kl
and ITt,uIutlil% rates
REWARD
11,111 of rental fi... applicable
tossard lotirchaw of new bike
Dail%

RIGHT TIME
lridav ’Ill 0
Motidav
ratmlav

1).%t

lir. Th..

Master
FAVELERS
725. First St.
Jcse
Phonn 297-0920
Ssn

LH.

iii

AI, orl ,

I.

Ix,

Witt’

...; toward goodness rather
dim toward "sin," eoncludes fir.
Ashley Montagii, renrwsned anthropologist. writer and leetutr,
who will speak on "The Nature
of Human Nature" on April 17
in Conceit Hall at 11730 a.m.
Presented by the College Lecture Committee. Montagu will discuss "The latest finding; of science which make a revisioion of
our age-old coneeptions of human
nature imperative. The new finding:: are very rreich more hopeful
for the future than the out myths
have been."
Dr. Montagu is the author of
more than twenty books on various
aspects of anthropology and race
including his famous study, ’The
rs..ir.iral Superiority of Women"

Student, unoer 21 astistig
eontribute blood to the Campus
Blood Drive scheduled for April 25,
may get release slips today and tomorrow in front of this cafeteria
and in Adm204, skier parental ;iota-oval is needed for these students
Release slips will be available again
April 22, 23 and 24.
"Any student. faculty member.
or his family may draw from our
-right hank if the San Jose State
Blond Drive quota is reached,"
:stated Blood Drive Co-chairmen
’Pauline Richards and Larry Curtis
This year’s drive. sponsored by
the Community Service Committee
is being held to maintain the SJS
Blois! Credit Club. At the same
time it would provide an excellent
ooportunity for stodents to partieioats, in a worthwhile civic project.
(Continued from Page It
arlrled the emehafrmen.
aloe after their corps "enl
As a part of the Blond Drive. a
intrnt" is ended.
poster-sloe:In contest wall be soon lie added that there has been
’red by the Community Serviee
a fantastic demand for Peace
Committee and the Air Foree
Mrs. Richard Stites, national re- Corps volunteers from educational ROTC April 1-5. The posters are
cruiter for Campfire Girls Inc. will institutions, business and industry. Weed on the slogan, technique
Half of the current volunteers and appropriateness. A box
be on campus today between 9
will be
a.m. and 5 p.m. at 303 S. Ninth to are engaged in teaching. though available in the Activities Office.
of
that
group,
only
14
per
cent
,
interview women interested in
Adm242, for slogan entries. Entries
joining the organization which have ever taught before.
most be submitted by April 15.
significant
eammple
serves girls from seven to high
As a
of Winner of the contest will receive
what
the
Peace
Corps can do, 510 and the runner-up $5. Entries
school years.
Campfire girls is seeking college Scott pointed to the fact that? should he printed on iitiex11 paper.
trained women to rill executive in Ethiopia corps teachers have
and administrative positions in the raised significantly the number of p
persons able to go to school.
SO0 0I-X) member organization.
Scott summed up the Pea.,
The Program pioneered in the
field of youth activities. In addi- Corps as a program designed I.,
Dr. Edith Ii.aviey
lion the program is dedicated to . "help people help themselves."
fessor of rc,yrholo* and dsreetor
spiritual ideas and a wide range
of the Stanford University Nurser:.
of activities which encourage deSchools, will speak on "Adult -Chula
)(shipment of skills and knowledge
Relationships" at 7 pin. WednesMrs. Stites, began with the
day. April 17, in E132.
Campfire Girls as a field director
The lecture Ls sponsored by the
in St. Paul, Minnesota, and IS’Department of Home Economics
suit. Michigan. before becom in,
alai. John W Parchen anti Capt for students enrolled in Child Denational recruiter for the organiR. D. Ross of the alanne Cortea will velopment courses. All interested
zation.
be on campus April 16-18, Tuesday persons al, invited I., attend
through Thursday. between 9 ant
and 3 p.m. in Ai1m234, the Placement Office to interview intere t
el students.
Major Parchen will also inter San .1...e State., Army ROT(’ view women interested in the
will partiMpate in three days of 1Vomen Marine Corps. The Marine
Theta Sigma Phi. profes.. n..!
practical application of military Corps Women (Meer Training women’s 1ournalisan frateriu1:,
subjects at Fort Ord Saturday, an- Course is available to juniors, sen- will present prominent Lou. Alt.,
flounced (7ol. Edwin T. Rios, pro-liors and graduates. Ten weeks of author and magazine wirasofessor of military science,
i indoctrination training are followed Frank J. Taylor. with the
The encampment will serve a ’. by a commission as a second lieu. Matrix Award at its anniptI ’7
dual purpose, Rios continued. be tenant anti a three-year tour of . rix banquet tomorrow even.,
. 7715 at the Adobe Creek 1,..._1_.
tause the junior cadets will be go. i duty.
ing to summer camp for six weeks.
Both aviation and line officer Los Altos
Taylor. a former reporter for
and this trip will give them a brief programs will be offered to college
break-in period while offering eon.. men interested in commissions in , the San Francisco Examiner, Um
Press. New York Globe and
t inued training.
: the Marine Corps. The Platoon ited
The 151 San Jose State students I Leaders class for line iinfantrvi ScrIPIls-Ifirward papers, has had
than 500 articles printed in
tI. ill he escorted by -s1 t Lt
--- -JohnS
- ; Iinore
and aviation training requiresra)
Paviatirs. 2nd Lt. John J. McGush-Imilitar, class during the school ptominent magazines.
The Hon. Jessica Mitford
in, 2nd Lt. Carter Morey, and 2nd, year. Training is conducted during
. known East Bay authoress. a .
Lt. Stephen D. Home.
’ two six-week instruction periods.
Courses such as Land Naviga-I The PLC (Aviation) leads to a he the featured. speaker for t h
i’..ri Advanced Compass, Leader. i commission and advanced trainin.; iq nq ’let NI.- 51i t fOrd’S MK’ 11.4p.;
Arne: .
Field Testing and Combat as either an aviation or field rat.- ’ rhe
,.._
,
I ’!..ociency will highlight the en- ,,er wain graduation from college i" ’’’ re’’s’ . in June.
..7.
SJS graduate James L. Budros.
who has spent more than 20 years
in indurrtrial relations work with
General Dynamics Corp., has been
appointed director of compensation and personnel development
for the company. Algie A Hendrix, Viet‘ president industrial relations. announeed today.
A native of San Jose, Budros did
graduate work at the Stanford
I University Graduate School of
Business. He joined Convair in
1942 as Ft safety engineer.

Success Marks
Peace Corps Test

Westgate Shopping Center
1600 Saratoga Ave.
Phone 379-3051

rof To Discuss
Adults. Children

Marine Selection
Team To Interview
Interested Men

Journalism Group
Schedules Banquet

4 ’filen t

April 15 Deadline
On Scholarship Bids

Orientation Posts
Open for Fall Term
Friday is the last day to pick
!up applications for orientation
leaders. Applications are avail.
in the College Union. nen,./ion Week is Sept. 9-13.

HooverHallBoosts
Easter Seal Fund

Iltete:. I’.
.,11
it’’ ;
Monday. April 15. the hr./
..7- Fund is $62. .
after Easter vacation. will he Hi, the
Fri.t:e World of 711ackhrt’.
deadline date for all scholarship
. its elected Honey Bunny l’s
for the 146.1-64
year, rumouncerl the Dean of St.i- Ast of iftxtver Hall All sr+ d.
Hoover Hall raised mon.-.
idents. office,
follows from the men’s
hon., they hoped would he Hone.,
P.iinny for Hoover Hall.
Third east raised the mos’
,199.24, and now Eddie Wood
F. Honey Bunny. The money was do
- 77.tted to the Easter Seal Fund.
ppileatiOnS

MONEY!
$1.
off on any record

so ;se
.0.
You Are Cordially Invited to visit our Bridal Registry and
rn our 22 new patterns in Chinaware, featuring:

EXPERT
AUTO REPAIR
Automatic Transmission
Seals Installed. $35.00
on most cars
Transmission Overhaul
S75.00 most makes of
cars
Engine Overhaul
575.00 and up

Syracuse Fine China
Crystal Stemware by
Holmegaerd
&oda from Sweden

at

Valve Job
$20.00 and up

ilowe el eecore4

’t

(CPI M ni

t hrOLA,.:h

III all
nes,u ducation.
.41 will hold an
,ars Ajell 22
on April 2St for

TI.
suit’ urn.

and

11101,1 /0,1

t.fIeo,. in tiat.

Moderne Prot; Co.
ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA, Jr.

Professional Pharmacists
PHONE CYpress 7-7500
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STREETS
SAN JOSE. CALIF

OPEN ’TIL MIDNIGHT

Interlude

e

SPECIAL COLLEGE NIGHTS
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

1 99

Choice of entree includes Soup, Salad, Coffee, Tea or Milk

Steak
Broiled Harn Steak
Breaded Scallops
French Fried Prawns
Sauteed Sweetbreads

Michael Keith
at th e piano
Nightly

Serving from 5:00 to 10:00

3rd and Santa Clara
CV 7-7696

Closed Sunday

Open every nite ’till 9:30
I I Hitch ir
:.=.:

er77711,P1’

3rd and Son Fernando

Tr111111111111111111111111111)111111111111111101111I111111111111O1111111111111111I11111111Inin

Easter and Summer Vacations

HAWAII
per person

$214.95

April 5th to April 14th
PRICE INCLUDES: (ALSO SUMMER TRIPS)
I Ro -;
to L HONOLULU.
53. Transfers fc
Sep i
a.
4. Twin acesel -1
imed Pe 7rtette
S. OAHU II: ’,pal, u.s Flight
.4,
Coffir
get
6.
7 Kodak Polynestan darns> snns. tn dyq transfers.
$ $50 000 Coo insurance to all passengers.
9. Air.condttioned rooms and apartments.
ID Gala Aloha Get Together Party.
right toe schndutncl re-etre opteattrg ,,pdp in.r:C t A....55
A

r.

An

-:-

,

B

RESERVE NOW

BOOKS OPEN
CALL

Jack Singer -- Campus Tour Leaders
295-4591
Hugh Bickle
653 So, 11th Seto,. San Jose, California
OR

Night AN 9-3006

DAY CY 5-4025

EUROPE ’63
Third Annual

SUMMER FLIGHT

Depart: S. F. to London - June 15
Return: Paris to S.F. - Sept. 2

$39900
Total Cost
Parson
Via Super DC 7-C Luxury Aircraft
Compitmentary In f 1191. Not
Nr

.4C4*
1 ma
Prof....e, Slanted notthetsiplicsi
Prete-or them 1,Pne,t4i

Engine Tuneup

’ s I

’1

SPACE IS LIMITED

Siroftr

.11.A 1.,11,11
Westgate Shopping Cenf.,r
1600 Soratoga Ave.
!Mono 379.3051

tints

Rue

ARE WORTH

72 S First St.
San Jose
2.7 o’fr7r)

.-,..,.H
. ,ial cookies!
PI Omega l’ 7,:airary businer-..
. is holding a
education (rim,
bake sale its front of the bookstore
t Sit
today from 9-30
p.m.
Ten rnetnbers are planning to
tie d
Business
convention at
7 Mem-

.

BLUE CARDS

) 0111

’7’. :
.
will hold a crati conference April
20. k a.m -3 pm in the Indosicia!
Arts Building Worksle)ps
per enameling, leather lacing and
cord knotting vs :7: la- conduct ’"I
Cost Ls 50 cent; f
Chub me
txts and 75 ur
rionmemt,e,
All
...
may
up tivi- Aprii 17 L., eontactine
following occupational
thett.
plass peptesert’ttIves: (’or t.
ton. Eunwe
Mary If i’.eld
Flonrue Eshelman. c;
Kay Bemis. f’rartees V .;.
..;
Nakasato. Leilam flay; Lo . .
Sakarnoto ind

r

ROTC To Train
At Fort Ord

ESN Ft Sit 5-S

Therapists To Hold Fraternity To Sell
Craft Conference Candy, Cookies

Additional Female Recruiting Drive
Pages Requested By Campfire Girls
For MUN Session

I’

La Bue’s Plazal
srd Wkire Rds.

44.

10161iShe(I

htl

:Satisfaction Guaranteed
FRED & EVERETT’S
GARAGE
.st C.

C

RESERVE NOW!
I all
Nt..111.

us ,

I) is’,"
.
\,

493 E. Santa Clara St. At 11th

S -81,4111* tN DULY

TI-4-’

Major League Soon Under Way,
umiy Favors Yankees,ae Dodgers

!’.!

Gators Invade Almaden;
Western Team Named
Mb

,.
s
-is
fto en’ eon n streak in the line
i. it epic Sat: Frantisso Ftate
ii ti in a 1 p.m match
at
,
-n link ’ten have lashi eke, a E-0 1 record this season.
t’ed I
Frt.4n.. State,
.!.11

.0. Ll.-,s r.
suts-to
golf.
Other .IC transfers wit. se plas ed
reeularly for the Spartans have
been Gary Plato and Mike Andrakin. both No. 1 men at Oakland
Cita. College anti City College of
lan Frandsen, respectively.
Harlan Krantz was No. :t man
last sprine. but his play has faltered this season. Even though
playine down on the list. his siterienee has pulled him throuvh adequitters
11111 a ragona wet Nil. ? man
tor the spartans last year. hut
he. too. is esperiencing his share
01 problems.
Vroom declares his team has
more depth than the 1962 team,
which finished the season at 16-4-1.
VT110111 yesterday named his team
tor the Western Intermlleeiates at
Pasatiemo. April 11-13
!Adz. James, Andrakin, Plato,
Tay tor :Ind Krantz will represent
San Jose State In the tournament. Aragona was selected first
alternate on the squad.
The Spartans will get another
.Tack at Fresno State in the Western. The Bulldogs tied and defeated
the Spartans last year in dual meet
action.
Visstxmi will enter three freshmen
in the Wet sern Ren Cermet, Jimia
and Terry Small will
indivicluall:. it, the threeday tourney,

tam.
a itt lend the Nino,
adninst the fintors. !adz
fired Ids best rettud of the sea con. a lIT. attar ...suing off what
is as tor him a had slump. The
S.Is 511 %iitericri
I its t two
latatenets III silt, sio of) for the
setsond and thir I dual mat ch
losses of his four -y ear collegiate
career.
Jerry Vr,e(m. likable golf mentor. feels the Spartans will need it
totellieht showine to bent Off a
good SFS golf trew.
The ’,pitmans’ ¶7011 of late has
been pleasine. espeeialls the plas
of transier Dan J1s111(’S and Harry
Taslor
James. former No. 1 :elan at
College itf San Mat nun, has fashioned a :2 and 70 in his last two
r.
Harry Taylor haul a season lint of 13 in a pressure -less
triangular with II *I’ anti I nit yrsity sii l’aciiie.
I -1a faiitit,n, 66 in a
/114W:it’

and with a lo.kt’
,.eltind hint, multi be

ALL-AMERICAN John Loi-z will once again lead the San Jose
State golf team against San Francisco State today at Almaden.
Lots fired a 67 his last time out. He has been beaten only
three times in collegiate dual meets.

1.00X:NS FOR A
BETTER HAIRCUT?
1E511’.[

razor

c,.tt cg,
CUT
includes
ss npoo, dress.ng, Sa5

out and fmshed sty.

U
$300

RAZOR CUTS

5235
By Appointment Only
PHONE CY4-1601
TN!. STANLEY WIRD SHOP
17 S-...th Secsnd S
Sin Jos.

STANLEY -WARREN CUT

STANLEY

SPAGHETTI

99’

All You Can Eat!
with garlic breed and salad

CHARCOAL BROILED
s,,,d
STEAKS Baked Potato $1.29
Veg....3bl.

Weekdays 6 a m. to 8
St111.

and

p,rn.

4

F.,.

Sat.

7 an, to I p.m.

to 8 F.’

LYN’S BAR-B-Q
311 N. ist tett Julien/

CV 79755

ETATI",-,4Ad
? ea.

-ITS

eIC

Netmen Top Gators;
Now 5-2 on Year
San Jose State netters broke a
"so-match losing streak anti
’-shed their season record to 5-2
esterdas afternoon in San Fran-iseo as the Spartans posted a 5-4

Racquetmen Lose
To Cal Netters
Iail ser-ii
’h.
California
’landed the San Jose State netters
:heir second straight loss Tuesday,
’feting the Spartans 5,..2 to 2t_,. in
I :erkeley.
Iti
Gzett and Hob Adams.
::ying as the Nos. 5 and 6 singles
,Ton respeetivels. were the only
....inners for San Jose. The No. 2
Iables team of Adams and StillJudah split sets with Barry
:,skin and Tom Price to pick up
he other half - point. The match
as called after two sets beeause
f darkness.
Gordy Stroud, playing as No. 1
.in for the first time this year.
to Jim McManus, the top col player in Northern California
lack Drake, normally the No. 1
man, lost to Doug Sykes in three
’rri

sots.

In other singles matches, Larry
.,;.i lost to Bob Abraneson, 16 and Judah ken to Barry
ft -7 6-1

NISI

41

-101

. -

lose

re..
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I
anI Willie Fukien(’ eive Cleveland
By GENE %%iI.I,l 551,
,.tliwz its most promising team in tour or
With only five
he sit ,,,,, I
I’m the 1.1.
ladore the 1963 major league base- live seasons.
Bill Itigney’s Los Angeles Angels
ball season officially gets under
Don’t t-nuun:11;fut Giants ote
ads, the Spartan Daily sports staff led the league in July last year and
youth have lost a flock ef
Ins decided to join the parade of finished third. Color and
ed
one of the most
’ pre-season prognosticators in se- make the Angels
not
games,
if
the
In
egee,ame.sAnbusI
teams
exciting
ttehaenn; hi,a,lent WI’
feeling the final standings in both
, superstars as Willie Mays,
the American and National leagues on. of th. labst.
good
pretty
who’s
Belleky,
1Cepedit
and
110
Jerk Sanford has n,
Tabbing the world champion Ness.
York Yankees to repeat as A. L. with curves on or off the Ma- considered as a pennant t’onteralar
MeKen
’hance,
(
Dean
Cincinnati was a fast fad,
champs is comparable to backine ui ..... I:
ear
and, ,,.,
I’S. Steel, but who else Is there? ’ Bride and rookie Don Lee could last
starting
strongest
the
of
is.
healthy Gene Freese,
Nliinager Ralph limik’s Vanks,
11.0111.
even tougher in ’Wt.
rotations in the
without it weak spot. are the
Hard-hitting, weaktielding Leon
.lool Jay, Boli Purkey and
strongest In baseball. The outKen
bin
Pearson,
Wagner toms Aline
O’Toole gists the neg.
field will he patrolled by such
tront
Thomas in an
George
limit.tiel
II n s finishing, while sluggers
superstars as Allekey Mantle,
,aitlield of considerable depth and
Frank Robinson, %.ida Pinson
Roger Marls and World Series
talent.
hero Tom Tresh.
and Jerry Lynch arcomit tar
a
Strong pitching and impotent
A youthful and slick -fielding in- hitting has characterized the Bal- better-than -average ow tide
field will be anchored by second ’ timore Orioles and the Chicago
Johnny Kefine’s E’ar
h;iseman Bobby Richardson and White Sox in recent years.
improved considerably
shortstop Tony Kubek. Clete Boyer
The two teams swappN1 short- make a strong bid fol..
is at third while sophomore Joe stops in the WI !Luis Aparicio to years miserable sigth.i,
Long
Dale
veteran
and
Pepitoni
,
Baltimore, Ron Hansen to Chicago) St. Louis bolstered its :.
will divide duty at the initial sack. in a move that could prove decisive the acquisition of Dick (
Bill
Terry,
Ralph
Ford,
Whitey
Pittsburgh and its ow,
in the standings.
Stafford and Dodger castoff Stan,
Roston Red SI.11% had few by obtaining George A,
The
pitching:
strong
head
is
Williar1114
s p ii t s W111.11 finishing the Chicago Cubs.
straf, while Ellie Howard, John bright
Philadelphia, Milts:Juke
I’Blanchard and old reliable, Yogi eighth last year, but managed to
tu trading Pittsburgh should have
Ohe
brightest
the
dim
plate.
I Berra, will be behind the
away .1. I,. batting king Pete hassle for fifth, with the Phil ;
While the Yanks are definitely
;
Runnels to Houston for slugger
the team to beat, Detroit. MinGene alauch’s nine has a de.
Motion Mejlas.
nesota, Cleveland, Los Angeles
However, if Mejias and Dick slrable combination .it 3..ii1h
and Kat tititore sl Id create
Don nettieter, Ton) hontal...,
quite a mis-up for the nest the Stuart (acquired from the Pirates(
have big years the Bosox could Ruben Amur. and Tony Tao lotspots.
and experienee--Wes iroyingtnn,
Because of its awesome power.’ make a jump or two up the ladder.
Roy Simers, Frank ’Farr.. and
Detroit gets our vote for second ; Kansas City and Washington
Kaline, Rocky Colavito, Norm, could renew their annual battle for Don Floak.
The Braves have two f Is:seCash and Chico Fernandez all’ the cellar. Yankee castoffs Norm
clouted more than 20 home runs Siebert) and Jerry Unripe give the ball’s best hitters Iru II !.:.
and Ed Mathews,
athletics a slight edge for ninth.
last season.
The National la-ague should while the Pirat.If Frank Larry can rebound off
ther sizzling race for from the Pittslaii_11
a poor year 12-6), the Tigers could hate
!Alive a Maj011’ threat to Yankee tint- pennant In ’63. Is. Angeles, of three years ago.
Houston is, improvin
San Francisco. Cincinnati and
;1s -nasty.
Minnesota, a surprise second- St. Lents are all possible ,’ham- enough to place higher IL
while the Eatbs appem
place finisher in ’62, has the pions.
Because of exceptional speed.; ninth -place fixture. The :
league’s home run king in outfield..e
!
Harmon Kille- solid pitching and newly-acquired Mets are in a
er-third baseman Haon
brew and other long ball hitters in power the Dodger’s get our vote
Vic Power, Rich Rollins. Zoilo Ver- for top money.
The addition of Bill Skowroo to
sidles, Len Green and catcher Earl
t he L.A. roster gives the Dodgers
Bat tey.
Complete
Pitching is the big question a needed lift in right-handed pow IN.
batting
L.
Davis
Tommy
Jim
haat
or-.
If
with the
champ with a healthy .346 mark
I
John Kr:dick (
14 )
DO IT YOURSELF
Camillo Pascual (20-11) and Hindi ;aid Frank Iloward join speedsters
in
Davis
and
Willie
StIgman (12-5) can repeat as Maury Wills
winners thi Twins will be tough. giving the Ikelgers one of the most
The Clevelanit Indians are a gin id explosive teams in baseball.
Hon Drysdale, Sandy Koufav
bet to improve upon their sixthplace finish of last season. A flashs
and Johnny Podres give L.A. the
Hoek of rookie talent in Vie Davit- best pitching threesome in the
mo, Tony Martinez and Max Alvis league, hut where will the fourth
and ..,tabri,t)ed rogidurs in rit,,
starter 1.011111. from? If a fourth
Fr,,e,1-ei, Joe Adeock, Gene Green starter oleselops and Lee 011 -

, victory over San Francisco State
It was the second time this year
that SJS topped the Gators. They
whipped them 5-1 in San Jose previously in a match halted by rain
,tfter the singles competition.
, The victory was not as close as
it If eked. as two of the Gator wins
only
"me in "give-awnYs"’ With
five men present, the Spartans forfeited the six -man singles and
third -team doubles matches.
No. 1 man Dick Drake got the
Spartans ciit on the right root with
a 6-3. 6-2 victory- over Guy French.
Bill Vaughn picked up the only singles win, other than the firfeit. for
San Frarleise0 as he topped Gordy
Stroud, 6-9, 6-1.
The third, fourth and fifth men
for the Spartans hadr relatively
easy times with thei opponents.
Bob Adams topped Les Bums. 6-4.
6-0: Rich Gugat beat Dave Smith, I A
6-1, 6-9, and Larry Draper dropped
only one game in defeating Don
Wilson, 6-0. 6-1.
The No. 1 doubles team of Drake
By JERRY ARCA
leader, and the winner of that sc
and Stroud came up with the yieSan Francisco and Los Angeles will meet the Northern Divisien
tory the Spartans neNied to win will battle down to the wire in champ for the WILL crown.
the match. when they whipped another sport
ice hockey
to- I Last night’s fiercely -fought bat.
Burns and French, 6-2, 6.4 Gugat night when the two clubs meet de kept an enthusiastic crowd of
and Draper lost to Vaughn out at ft in the Cow Palace in the 15,762 veiling most tif the game
Smith. 3-6. 9-6.
’ thint and deciding game of the
the Seals scored goals in the
The Spartans are back home to.’ Western Hockey League quarter--I trit,::
hued periods to notch
day, facing St. Mary’s College at finals.
Sari Francisco’s Seals got their, coalie Jim mel,.03, pepperm
230 pin, on the Spartan eourts in
a game that was rescheduled fromibacks off the wall last night by ; for eight goals in Los Angeles
, scoring an exciting 2-0 win over .Monda.y night,
March 19.
turned in a superlitFollowing today’s match, the the Blades to deadlock the series live
effort in gaining the shutout,
team has two full weeks off before at one victory each. The seinner making 30 saves,
or an average of
meeting the University of San of tonight’s match will
1,, no
every two minutes ro play
-ion
Franeisco up north on April 16.
face Portland. Southern
McLeix1 even went on, far as to
..lock one shot with his skate.
Right wing Len Haley scored
Seals’ first goal on a long slap
UNCLE RUM
7-7-"
etX4SGOAr
not with 16:59 gone in the first
THE ONLY TRIP I
A. rapt tin Ed Panagabko asHEY! WHERE YOU
PLAN 70 TAKE 15
, -1 the win in the final round
GOING ON YOUR
"..-?
ID UNCLE JOHN’S
,Irtt
,.;,ri epoked in a rebound with
VACATION, MISTER
PANCAKE HOUSE
BROWN?
--THEN BACK TO
MY ROCKER/
The game was highlighted by
’lard laxly checking on the boards
both teams put up an all-out
,sfloit . Surprisingly, however, there
v ere no penalties valled.
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’Twin-Barrel Trackfest Explodes Saturday
Tracksters Meet
Frosh
Fast-Improving Bears

Dean Miller’s sparkling frosh
tracksters get a severe workout
Saturday. when they march into
California territory in a meet
-improving Bear
again ;t the fast
frosh.
Field events follow the morning
at 10:30 am.,
first rooster’s call,
to be held
events
running
the
with
coneuirently with varsity competition at 2 pin.

in the 880 and mile. respectively.
Garrison has a 1:52.4 half and Neff
a 4:14.6 mile.
Garrison is the nation’s best
frosh half-miler and second best in
the mile 14:13.0i. Neff is the nation’s No. 2 880 man 41:52.4, and
is third best in the mile.
A shining new face for the Spartababes has been Mel Holmes
148.61, whom Miller has gone out
on a limb for, stating that he
could become a world -record
breaker.
The Spartan field events weie
given a stiff jolt, when triple jump
star Pat Moran was forced to drop
out of stilts)l for personal reason...
Neff will go in the two-mile,
along with Harvey Franklin and
Louis Davidson. Neff, SJS co-captam, with Moody, has been timed
in 9:21...
Ken Good has been sin Instrumental cog In the local field
picture, lie hiss leaped 6-4 In the
high Jump and lofted the javelin
out to 164-4.
Another Ken - Ken Dunn - can mark up points in four field
events, or more. To date, Dunn
has put the shot 49-0%, tossed
the discus 136-5, high jumped 6-1:4
and has a best of 176 feet in the
javelin.
Miller has future plans for Dunn
as a decathlon performer. The allaround Dunn needs experience in
the pole vault to give him working
knowledge of the ten events required in the decathlon.
Jim Beam may be ready for
a new achool mark in the pole
vault. The pint -sired Beam has
twice clearest 14 feet and has
within a ahisper of setting
a new frosh record of 14-6.
Bon Akers has a best of 143
feet to lead all Spartan frosh discus throwers. Bob Harris paces
the broad jumpers at 22-10!b.

There’s a lot at stake for the
for the Rears
Spartan
are MUeh stronger than when
met them in the Stanford
Relays The stanford meet was
the first id the season for the
Beari.

San Jase City College also lends
itself into the proceedings. The
Jaguars are more formidable in
the sprints, but have little better
than average potential in the
middle distances.
But. there’s a lot at stake for
Ed Moody, too. The frosh co-captain, with the hairpiece on his
chin, will be running in front of
the East Bay crowd that watched
him set a national low hurdles
al as a prep.
record last
Missly will have to give it
third gear all the way to get rid
of Forrest Beaty, the Cal sprint
phenom. and Spartan teununate
Wayne Hermon.
The long-awaited Moody-Beaty
clash is glven added impetus, with
Herman in the picture.
The Misstairi State sprint king,
shook up Moisly Friday, with upBat wins in an informal track
meet at Spartan Field.
In hest -ever times, Beaty has a
9.4, Miasly a 9.5 and Hermen
9.6 in the 100. and Beaty a 20.2,
Moody a 20.9 and Hermen a 21.0
in the 220.
lloody feels his hest chance
against Beaty is In the shorter
IOU, conceding Beaty’s greater
strength as or a longer distance.
Forrest alms ha run a 17.3 quarter mile.
Millet feels that John Garrisrin
atn! .1,t, Neff are again ready to
-.me national frosh merit,
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ALMA GOLF COURSE

Phi Sigs Score Win
On Owens’ Homer

75c s.,:dndeanty, fah
50c

spartababes Face
Bronco Freshmen

e=ki

GUARANTEED"

By DAVE NEWIIOUSE
and will neither pull an’, Punchliond. Roberts and Hob LoveArizona State’s track team is es, nor use deception to fool joy, who must gradualb work
not unlike a mother lion, with AM’ and Cal.
back tip the high jump ladder,
strength that’s there when needDwight Nliddleton will find him- hold t he key to our success in
ed, and a keen sense of protec- self going in his usual four events the field.
tiveness.
Saturday. He must anchor the
SJS must practically sweep smThe Sun Devil, wilt try to ! 440 relay, more than likely against en of nine dual meet places ’with
cant their wrath down upon San rarr. before meeting Williams and Cal and ASU separately; in the
(’alt Dave Archibald
146.3, in 580, mile and two-mile.
Jtme State and University of
California Saturday at Berke- the 440.
Mike (ills-au (1:49.7). Is PoDwight could lower his time tent lalls the Spartana
ley’s Edwards Stadium. Field
best
considerably
in
the
were
440,
if
it
competition begins at 1:30 p.m.
re.
brea her, tier he’s t tied
first
his
event
of
the afternoon. In Jost one ruco-unlike Middlewith running esents at 2 p.m.
A superlative sprint contingent But, the durable soph. it sconin. ton Arid Ken Tueker. Fie ’ also
is
needed
everywhere
but in the free of internal allmentn. which
sparks the ASU bunch from
Tempe, Ariz. Names like Henry judges’ stand. After Williams. its Is,,.. plagued Danny Murphy re’back
to
Carr
again in the 22(i
-anti’..
A.n.41r
Carr and tilts Williams are used
Tucker has soured in the mile.
everywhere w hen conversation before tackling Williams and
Archibald on the anchor leg ot since three teeth were pulled
40,,,;44UXft4,446116411111111.1111.
turns to spring and track stars.
thief- weeks ago. Ben is needed
Carr is heir apparent to the’ the mile relay.
.51
San Jose’s Waterloo the jump- to win in the mile as is Murphy
eser-changing title of "world’s
fastest human." The sophomore ing events. will need rekindling, in the two-mile. Here’s to health:
4749111.1. speed machine holds the unique II to generate Spartan the in field Cal should make it close betosemesill
AtAttorses.
cause of field event strength.
distinction of breaking the 220’ activity.
Les Bond (23-0,2) and Walt Roger Olsen is a 6-10 high jumper.
world record around a curve twice
Roliert 124-I I have slipped sf Matt 13aggeit a 56-3 shot patter.
within a five-day period.
late its the broad jump. Roberts.
Steve flynding has sailed the disHenry ran a 20.4 to eclipse
troubled with :i. had knee. has ells 1E3-10’ 2 and Don Schmidt
the world mark by one-tenth seedropped below 47 feet in the- ,he javelin at 213-7.
ond, then shafts-red It four days
triple jump, where in his first
Both Cal and the Spartans will
later with a fantastic. 20.3 clockmeet of the year hi- was out have to work hard to cage the
ing.
past 49 feet.
Williams, like Carr, is a national
FORREST BEATY
MIKE GIBEAU
. . . opposes Moody
. . . future great freshman record holder. Williams.
from Compton. circled the 440
oval last year in 45.8. So far this
season his best is a meager 46.2.
can jose’s newest, most modern
Other names like Tom Hester
9 hole golf course
and Ron Freeman add to a gala
!sprint list, From here, the mother
Only Lighted Golf
lion--or Sun Devils-turn to the
Course in Northern
:field events, where they aren’t
.loaded in all categories, hut are
California
Phi Sigma Kappa scored once in of the first day’s play in fraternity superb in a few.
nrdu fo c l ty
GOLF
!
John Covell!. a 254-foot jisseFridayu
the second inning on a home run softball action Tuesday.
by Jim Owens, and made the run
l’i Kappa Alpha scored seven un ace; John ROW., 14 11 4.6 pole
!stick as it posted a 1-0 victory runs in the fourth inning to run vaulter and Joe Caldwell at 6.14
MINIATURE GOLF
With A.S.B. Card
over Sigma Chi in the top game away from Sigma Phi Epsilon. In the high jump are the hest
* miniature golf
* 9-hole golf course
13-6. Bob Graham hit a two-run of the ASU field men.
* puffing greens
* snack bar
"When they’re pushed, Arizona
homer for the winners in the fifth
inning. Larry Solari had two hits State could set any number of
ALMA GOLF COURSE
for Pi Kappa Alpha, while Steve world class marks." SJS coach
-^e-rPf
:445 W. Alma St San Jose
Hall had two for the Sig Eris. Bud Winter stressed. "They ha!
in
the
field
talent
enough
just
In other games Tuesday, Delta
Upsilon topped Lamba Chi Alpha, protect points scored in runt;;,.
Easter vacation m cans many team will play the other three 12-4, Sigma Alpha Epsilon whipped events."
The field picture will pro.-.
Theta Xi, 14-1, and Alpha Tau
things to many people, but to the teams in its group, with the winOmega beat Delta Sigma Phi. 14-6. ASU in Sat urday’s triangu! ,
ners
meeting
for
the
championship.
San Jose State baseball team it
Sigma Nu decided to drop intrie With Cal and SJS divided in ca ..
Statistics for the first half of
means one of the last chances to the season show that outfielder! mural softball. Each team will . all field ability. ASU could
prove that it can win games out- R. k usc
Is the
e leading regu- have a bye on the date which it and not have to worry about se.
and third plaees.
side of league play.
lar hitter, with a .350 batting aver- is scheduled to play Sigma Nu.
Winter has all the eonfideni..
Five games will be played this
The Spartans, 3-0 in league Play. age. Carl Fisher leads the team in
afternoon, beginning at 3:45. Delta in the as odd In his sophomore but 1-12 otherwise, are scheduled RBIs with five.
Upsilon and Delta Sigma Phi will led nquad. Saturday’s Stanford
to compete in the Los Angeles!
meet instilled the sets -ran Sparbe idle.
State Tournament, beginning Mon- ’
with nothTheta Chi and Pi Kappa Alpha tan track is
day.
The SJS glove-men play South imeet on field one. Theta Chi was ing but pride for iria team.
’For sophomores. they di,!.
ern California Monday at 7 p.m.
idle Tuesday. Lamb’s Chi Alpha
, choke when Stanford closed ’
The University of Santa Clara,
can tht Los Am.:Mts. State field.
takes on Sigma Chi on field two, I score in the final stages of
,
[rash invade the Spartan Diamond
Year after year. the Trajans
I
today to face the San Jose State Sigma Phi Epsilon and S igma meet. Instead of freezing they r.,
one of the top [emus in the
Alpha Epsilon vie on field three. like true Spartans to pull out !
, freshmen at 3 p.m.
country.
Tuesday the Spartababes posted Phi Sigma Kappa meets Alpha !win."
Tuesday, the Spartans face L.A.
Winter has labeled the Berke..
State at 2 p.m. on the Diablos’ a 5-2 win over Ayer High School Tau Omega on field four, and
home diamond. Wednesday, the . to hike their record to 8-5 on the Theta Xi and Sigma Pi ploy on headliner another toughie for s.rand has given ASI a three-ye, team plays Brigham Young on the season.
winning margin in his
Cal Poly field in Pomona at 2 p.m. i Friday the freshmen play host to field five.
Two-man sailleyball entries are sheet.
The tournament will he played the University of San Francisco
"But, there’s nothing be".
sin a basis of two divisions, with, frosh at the Spartan Diamond at due April 18, according to Intrathan winning." Winter expound.,.!
four teams in each group. Each 3 p.m.
mural Director Dan Unruh. Co"I’m hoping that success has (1.,!,.
educational two-man volleyball en- something for our team."
tries are due the next day.
Winter wants dual meet si,
tortes. not the triangnlar us,.
I added

San Jose Diamondmen Vie
In L.A. State Tournament

GUARANTEED
3 ACCURACY!
Lal

Sun Devils, California
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Skate for Fun. for Health

RELAX AND SAVE MONEY
DURING SPRING VACATION
Jose’ Stift,
Hollerlanoi welcomes all members of the
College co111111111111, to make use of their faiilities at these
reduced rates.
regular
hi., min AA
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ir rherl, tag
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These shoes have all the authentic details
that you associate with fine traditional
clothing ... they are trim and tailored ...
casual enough for campus wear, dressy
enough to wear with your hest Rams Head
suit. Black, ivy, tan.
tvi urs SEwl in?
01:Ria

and

San Fernando
1,1,4i Validated

nails’ 1:30-4
regular ().-se

rim 6.13

BAR HARBOR square rig trunk knit of acetate. cotton and
rubber. Available in red, gold, and olive, sizes 28-42 $5 00

p.m.:
Va.

REGULAR HOURS
8-10:30 p.m. Sun., Tues., Wed.,

Art Martinez

Thurs.
8.11:00 p.m. Fri. and Sof.
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290 South First St., Son Jose
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Use your Bankamericard or the
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Open ’fil 9 p.m.
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Applications Available ’LSD Talk Today;
SPU To Hear For Resident Aid Positions Chemical Called

Ilt-0111ARTAil4 DAIS?
Thursday. April 4. 1..

Sidney Lens
.1 defense information
A
Noah located in fornt of the cafeteria is being sponsored today by
the SJS chapter of the Student
Peace Union.
Members of SPU will distribute
literature until 3:30 p.m.
The group will hear Sidney Lens
speak on "Civil Defense and Its
Effect on American Life- today at
3:31.1 p.m. in CH149.
Lens, the author of ’’A World in
Resolution" and "Left, Right and
Center," has published material in
"Nation," "Harper’s." "Yale Review. ’ and The Reporter."

Aptolie.littAls aft’ iia.t1.1
at.a te’Ll"-’1"IIL
triendlitiess‘11"‘"Ial
are highly""turitYI
1,1.51 16)Cthe iJolsit ott UI pesalitit lnd
thi. Sat Jose St t tr e Med
,Collige residence halls for the I Each resident assistant will re, academic year. 1963-64.
j eeive an annual stipend of $750
The resident assistants, under of which he must pay $162 per
the direction of the head resident semester for room rent. Meals
will help in the development and are provided.
operation of effective student sellApplications may be secured
goverrunent within the halls and from the Activities Office, Adm.
assist with advisement and re-242 . Deadline for applications is
fermi! ot students with academic. I Friday, April 19.
personal, o r other problems. tlach
A series of orientation meetings
resident assistant will have ,pe- m.ill be held between April 19
cific responsibility of apprissi- and 30 for all applicants so that
mutely 35 students,
the responsibility of the position
Members of the Activities Of- rosy be more fully explained.
fire reported that requirements
Selection of resident ........stants
tor the position include: upper-class will be ..nraulneed in tst.cs
or graduate standing, with a 2.5
or above C.P.A. Experience in
j group living and personal quaint. ,

Finest in BBQ Foods
ti

The SJS calendar through the
1963-64 fall semester lists the fol.
I lowing notices:
every Mon. & Thurs.
I ACT test for new undergradliBroiled steak sandwich an but.
ate students: April 20, June 2’2,
tared french roll - Served with
. Aug. 24, Nov. 9.
french fries & salad. Coffee,
!
Milk or lea & Ice Crean ,
--Graduate record examina295-9890
Sherbert.
lions: April 18, July 27, Sept. 7.
lec. 7.
OPEN MON. thru SAT 11 A AC to 2 AM
Deadline lor applications for
.iilmission from new and former
undergraduate students: Aug. 1.
40 E. SANTA CLARA
--Deadline for petitions for reinstatement: Aug. 1.
--Deadline for admission of new
and former graduate students:
’ Aug.10
-- Faculty orientation: Sept. 6 .
Freshman camp beg n
’ Sept. 6.
Faculty meeting: Sept. 9.
- Orientation week for INV: Students: Sept. 9-13.
Social Science challenge testsBUSINESS SERVICES (11)
ANNOUNCEMENTS (I
Sept. 11.
P1--n7 2.E
Cd-s wanted - Las Vegas. Len,e A
Auto Insurance
--Fall semester registration be0,
’.
. 0-20
-s
gins: Sept. 12.
--Christmas vacation: Dec. 21.
Isallfight fans - Join Lcs Af’rsodr
EMPLOYMENT 110)
cie Se’ Ftatc sco Tte Bev Anka s
Jan. 6.
end ot . -1.0 A.M. t o 11 45.1 --Final examinations: Jan. 16Baby sitter m
23.
297-5527.
Sid travel companion
297-394,
-Fall semester ends: Jan. 24.
HOUSING 1121
S ,
Md. wanted
New, splif-level 2 bedroom, turn, or.
6els’or Ca, L ai
c,ni 70 S. 8F 294-7788.
I
LA.
area.
2 riders to
Male student needed to share h-.
29-.46:f. $6 es ;
near campus. CY
The Mormon Brothers

SPECIAL

’Mind Changer’

I
.
I
I

Series
Presents Films
.
.....
Painters r Lives

$ 100

PAUL’S BAR -B-Q

i
j
i
,
I
I
’

Spartan Daily Classifieds
BUY ’EM!

ph

’
4

Need ride lrorr Sok.
13 ot 14. De.m CY 3
LOST AND FOUND
LOST: men s gold wedd fly paFd s. j.3eve^". Coll 294-1993.
LOST: DKE frat pin -le.tets. Cu
Cr 4 2‘41C

-

- t/ -

AUTOMOTIVE (4)
ISA ’58 Spitfire 45+ l6G-35 51_
w-.
res. heed, GP cart EL 4

Available immediately, large 1 bed apt. r
Those aspiring to prizes in the
-1Fd 2-3 ed,lts. 4 blocks
- .
Pss,-,C to. AN 4.0362,1 annual Phelan Literary Awards
Contest must turn in entries before
5 p.m. today.
I male roommate 528/,c,
Contributions must he in the
294 ,063-5 a-er 2:30,
English department office, F0102,
Fu.nished apt. 2 bed ’T. ucepprcved. by this deadline,
A grand prize of $100 is offered
Fern rooms, n’a suden.s. K pry. No for the best single manuscript.
- o-.,:sg. $10 & IS. CY 3- First prize in each of the ten cate._
gories for entries is $50: second
prize. $20. and third prize, $15.
Approved single room, adi. bath. rmen
1.- - Me,e 406 Sr. lId,, CY 4.96137.
Unfurn 3 rrn apf. $40 mo
fejo

Sprite ’60 black. RP, 0- 7.:r.44 55. Best o"er. 3 ’

faom

-e-

MERCHANDISE (18)
TODAY:
Young Republicans: Jess MarRoyal portable typewriter, e ’’e type
9787. low, news commentator for KNTV,
A T-ed :lion 5.9 p.-^
Channel 11, speaks on "Has the
2
SS Chevy for rent, Edier St
TO PLACE AN AD:
Kennedy’ Administration Managed
$35 per mth. 253-2224
H
Call at Student Affairs Officethe News?": S164, 8 p.m.
Room 16, Tower Hall. or
’61 Tempest, w/r rt 23 mp:
Spartan Chi: Officers meeting
Send in Handy Order Blank
22000’ m. $1495. 867 0537.
at 6 p.m.; general meeting at 7
with Check or Money Order.
c’nee
-55 yolks convert
No Phone Orders
p.m.: TH13.
Spartan Orlocci: Meets in
_ $195 2’
C11166. 7 p.m.
Baptist Student I’Mon: Greater
;Council meeting in Memorial
Chapel, 7 p.m.
To buy, rent, or sell a cymbidium, a Didus ineptus, a
Women’s Recreatlim Assn.: Comfrangipanni, or any other sensible thing, just fill out this
petitive swimming at 4:50 p.m.:
handy order form, clip it, and send it with a check or
basketball at 7 p.m.: Women’s
cash to the Student Affairs Business Office, TH 16, Son
Gym.
Jose State College, San Jose 14, California. Ads must
Maness Club: Dr. Willis W.
be in by 2:30 P.M. two days prior to publication.
n "ControsrtlKy
11.:)..n

7/7

BUY DAILY CLASSIFIEDS!

(Count 33 Letters and
Daily Rates:
Two lines, two time minimum
2 lines - 51 00
3 lines - $1 25
4 lines - $1 50
5 lines & more-20c per line
St414,9

DA.,

Enclosed S

Instruction
Merchandise

Spaces for Beck Line)
Weekly Rates:
2 lines - 52 00
3 lines - $2.50
4 lines - 53 00
lines & more-15c per Iles

Run Ad For 2/3/4/5 Days (Circle One)
Check No.

Name

’Ind

writings’
-

Educator To Talk
On Scholasticism
I

I.

AFROTC Drill Team Wins
Trophy in Recent Contest
San Jose State Blue Devils, team in the wing.
Working for their recent win
AFRCYrC drill team, will be presented a trophy for their recent were: Steven J. Savage, Jack Ulwin in sub-Area I competition by lom, Eugene Keller. Chris BauDr. Elmer II. Staffelbach, emeri- mann. Bob Campos, James Chitus professor of education and dester, Pak Leong, Paul Lee,
former Air Force lieutenant (Nilo- James Kelker, Bill Duzet, Barry
nel for whom the Arnold Air So- Hilton, Dean Jacobson, and Luis
ciety Squadron is named, at 1:30 Martinez.
p.m. today on the Women’s P.E.
Other men sharing in the hon.
ors were: Ron Miyoko, Lauran
field.
This win over California, Stan- ! Paine, Ronald Murphy, Stephen
San Francisco State and Shervais, Robert !Lockett, John
fr(l!
Fresno State Colleges makes theISchosanski. Richard Valentino,
"Blue Devils" outstanding drill I William Preston and James Tan’ ner.
1
’rough competition will be faced
National Park Offers in the near future, says Cadet
Staff Sgt. Murray D. Day, when
Summer Sessions
the learn faces drill units at Los
Want to take a break before you Banos, Sonora, Santa Rosa, Las
1
start that summer job.
’Vegas, Stockton and the San Jose
Field Studies in Natural History IFiremen’s Rodeo.
will offer the first of three summer
sessions at Lassen National Park,
June 9-15. Tuition will be $20.
IDA’S New Shop
Registration, on it "first - come,
is Now OPEN!
first -served" basis, will be held
Da ’a Ill Mc; and nu, td 1
Thursday, May 2, at 8 ant, in the
Sunder tat App’t
lobby of the new Science Building.
When the Occasion is Formal
Wear a Tux from IDA’S
Moon Suitable

Father John B. Shanks, S.J., internationally known philosopher
FARMINGDALE, N.Y. UPD
now teaching at the University of Republic Aviation has been seSanta Clara, will speak tonight at lected to develop human factors
8 in TH139.
Information to be used in the NaHis subject will be "Phenornenol- tional Aeronautics and Space Adand a Rethinking of Scholasti- ministration’s Project Apollo space
suit program. The Apollo suit will
cism."
Father Shanks graduated from be used by the astronauts who go
Santa Clara in 1947. He received I aloft in the Apollo lunar spacehis M.A. from Gonzaga University I craft.
in 1948. and his doctorate from
Dr. William Helvey, chief of the
Louvain in 1959.
Space Environment and Life SciHe came to Santa Clara in 1961, ences Laboratory here. said Repubafter teaching at the Universities lic will assist in the investigation
of San Francisco, Strassburg, and of suit materials and construction
Frankfurt. At Strassburg, he at- techniques, testing and evaluation
tended lectures by Martin Heidig- of suit mobility in connection with
ger.
tasks to be performed, and analysis
His lecture will concern the phe- of physiological factors.
nomenon of the person from the
viewpoint of the Husserlian notion
of intersubjectivity.

Over the Consciousness-Expanding
Drugs": Concert Hall, 8 p.m.
Amateur Radio Club: Meets in
IA240, 3:30 p.m.
MBA: Bowling at Fourth Street
Bowl, 1441 N. Fourth St., 6:30 p.m.
Pershing Rifles: General meeting
’ in RD, 7 p.m.
TostoRROW:
o in en’s Recreation Amon.:
Tumbling at 3:30 p.m ; women’s
; Gym.
Deutseher Verein: Slides on Germany and Austria at meeting at
1970 Assunta St., 8 p.m.
SUNDAY:
Tri-C Club: Seminar at 9:45
a.m.; Evening program features Illustrations of spring retreat. 5:30
CM.

EUROPE

ALL NEW Dinner Jackets,
Pants, Shirts,
Cummerbunds,
Suspenders,
and
Accessories
COLLEGE RATES
$7.50 COMPLETE

Reserved Room
To Remain Open
During Vacation
The Library will
dur.
ing the Easter rine,. terinnio4
April 6, but the Resersed 1104
Room will be (awn at it, regiii
vacation hours. 8 am, t., $
Monday through Friday.
Tomorrow is the net .tay to re.
ceive special permits, which sill .
low the student to use 1.4/01ci dur.
ing the vacation. according to Miss
Joyce Backus, college librarian
Special permits may be obtained t
the Information Desk, fast (loors(
the library, North Wing.
Miss Backus said she hopes par.
tint access to the library will he
availat,le by Wedrie’.in 4111 10.
-

h
-When
’sited States.
eat I forgot
Ame,
UM)).
teu me. ’Your
try!" slat(
one ckf 13
roily studying
Wore tenant!
4104 ell Iltt

1
.1-3r 1’1
utierit
lynch .
the seeor..

It’s
Bohan non’s
Time
With Easter just a weet
away, don’t forget to make
Easter dinner reservations no.
at Bohannon’s. Just a telephone
call to us will assure you of
prompt, courteous service on
Easter Day.
Come by also, and see us
Good Friday, the 12th of April.
For a really enjoyable meal,
may we suggest our delicious
Broiled Whole Pacific Lobster
served with drawn butler. This
is just one of many choices
from our fine selection or sea.’
food.
Don’t forget, come by April
14th and enjoy your Easter
meal at
GARBED In 1
Guinea and
Quad. Coloi
rings, and c/

T"

We’re proud of our new shop
Come in and see it!
IDA’S TUXEDO RENTAL
380 5 1st St
CY 2-9102

1401 S. First St,

It’s almost time for a
well deserved break!
The people of Spartan Rental
extend best wishes for a happy
Easter Farallon. For vowconvenience tue will he open
all next week: see us for any
information you may need
about reservations for next
fall.

PLAN
NOW
STUDENT TOURS
e riearneci about. European castlet
tInat tflp y
-e air are no+ mere fantasy. Come in and we’ll handle
-,n into reality.
a the data’
, ,

CALL CY 3-103/
t -m

travel agency

Address
-City
For display advertising rates, call CY 4-6414, Ixt.
2081, from 1:20 to 4:20, Monday through Friday.

m the
Ctfaeil
tints
1,11-ad,lent. s’see1.1.4,
dent, exeeut ive see let :try
urer, and attorney general.
Open student rouncil
bOsmimwo
include two )0 actuate. four
nerUor.
junior, and sophomore representa
lives. Four freshman representatives will be elected
nest
-

Art
Say

Spartaguide

4 fires 4 Porsche. 560.15.So $25 ’
+2.6A $20 295.’430.

Check a Classification:
Business Services
Announcements
Housing
Automotive
Print your ad here:

.-i he classic film series will have
its next showing on April 17 when
it
present "Rembrandt" and
will
"Goya" at 3:30 and 7 p.m. in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
"Rembrandt" is the story of the
life of the great Dutch painter,
tracing his career from its peak to
its decline. The late Charles Laughton, Gertrude Lawrence, and Elsa
Lanchester star in the production
Another painter’s life is intermeted in "Goya". The life of the
’S panish artist, Francisco Goya, is
t..Id through his work, demonstrating the political and social effect of
his cartoons, etchings, paintings,

Petitions for ASB Posts
Due After Easter Break

A Black Champagne seolidor
!aquiline tor returning petitions
presented by Snail:in OrsiAvi
will be on April 27 from 9 p.m. tor executise and student couneii
to 12 aboard a San Francisco Bay iniMitions is the first Tuesday after
Cruise ship. Music will be provided , vacation ends, April 16. at 4 p.m.
in the College Union. An orientaby the College Jazz Quintet.
Membeis may purchase tickets tion meeting will take place at
at the club meeting tonight in that time.
One hundred signatures are re.
CH166 at 7. Bids are $4 per memexecutive council pellher couple and tickets will be on oiled for
sale to the public following Easter lions, and So signatures are needed for the student council peltvacation for $5.
This year the dance Ls being co- Dons.
Election pot t er s may go up
sponsored by the Nisei Students’
ClUb Of the University of Cali- ’ Wednesday, April 17. Elections will
fonds. The queen for the dance be Tuesday, April 23, and Writhesidso will be selected during the day, April
snoiteP.42 still may be obtained
week of April 27’
-- - -.

e an Entries Due gy
Before 5 p.m. Today

_

lide wanted
-

"LSD and Its Influencethe
Mind" will be discussed by Dr. WiI-;
lis W. Harman of Stanford Urtiverrt
sh y in a lecture today in Co
Hall at 8 p.m.
LSD is one of the controversial
chemical mind - changers recently
described in Life magazine (March
15, 19631. It gives the user a new
.
perspective concerning his
- gar- 1
roundings and their relationships.
Dr. Harman is professor of electrical engineering at Stanford and
a recognized expert in the field of
psychedelic drugs.
To preview the lecture, Sangha
Club, which sponsors it, yesterday
gave interested students an opportunny to hear a tape of a man tellal); his experiences in taking LSIY.

196344 Cal end ar
Released on Fall’
Semester ActivitiesClassic

CHICKEN -SPARE RIBS -STEAK DINNERS
(hit

Bay Cruise Ship
, Oriocci Dance Spot

RA R TA NJ
RENTAL_
SERVICE
414 E. WILLIAM AT 9th, SAN JOSE,CALIF.

60 NORTH FIRST ST.

CYT-811T

SAN JOSE
-444-14.4-44-44-444A-A4,44.Ar.14,1.4-4-4.

OliONAL DUE

’Americans See mToSayWelcome
,
Says Student in W. African Group
11’..

GS/int.:1 alai
bottle states eel
xplairang how the African edme visiting siulents. He adds that
the
I ion prociam originated, Miss.
’When I
the six-month State Department Finch stated,
"This particular pro- l
I was so happy
program is a cooperatise effort to grain was sponsored
;ailed States.
under the!
its
a foreign provide
English teachers for these’ Agency for International Develbat I (argot
to
seemed
two areas.
wary Americans
opment, office of the State Departrnent. The 13 were chosen to
01 me, Nou’re welcome in our ’
BEGAN
FEB.
24
Taut Cale Lila i represent their country because
wary:" stated
13
I
The
women,
all 20 years old, they had the highest
13 young women curlanguage
ate, one of
began their training here Febru.alfaTiti.
,ntly studying it San Jtaa
ary
24,
after
completing an orienhomeSan Jose State was -elected for
rage ret width, to their
Coast of :Utica. tation and F:nglish program in the Falaffsatn, MI,. Fin. I. explains.
bads on 1!..
1Vdshington,
DC.
! -Wo
seta,
,.11I. -i
Sim
JUSI
Naito, a le,e-mc.a
Miss A
While attending SJS, the future; State was et.since a small
ipparetstly edver ti,
paw wee
Ie.! 1tsir le itier. are !king with families1 college and i ritillailltg area was
r
nth;
requested by the ageney. But
to II ine sdn Jose area.
I d
..!
I
304.1)-nx
i. it. ma
lasded.15 the leeisoll who krums! when pat consider that SJS has
[etch the
litany
the gills ia-d is Mess Delsie Finch, toot’,’ linguist’, iii its staff than
auatry ’
less peopb
thiir sea:151;11-y. for hut Is fir. Per- ! any other state college. in the
.iI’y
lick!
ue confides shy - sky and tlie Guinea p;ograin Said count ry, it is no ’minder that it
Miss Finch, ’These students will was chosen."
MANY DIALECTS
pr. Phillip Persky, SJS foreign; be the first English teachers in!
that their country. This is also the first I
Although French is the stu;talent ads ’see, explains
first and English! time their country has turned to 1 dents’ native language, Miss Finch
Pula is the
language of the West."
explained that the girls, being
the second ,fficial

Is

1

toed

in

(4PART

DlLET.Tfil

hurl, sari. his tribes, speak different Afiican dialects and find it
difficult
to
inter-communicate
easily with one another while
speaking dialects. Miss Finch, repeating the words of Jimmie
Omagbemi, student from Nigeria.
stated, "In Africa, dialects are sol
numerous that English is the only !
way for mass communication."
Explaining African dialects was,
Madan ie Mariam Sakho fa, Misiga,
the ,,ill
tudent fioni Mali. She
stated, "In Mali, vte have almost
50 dialects. I will call these dialects language,, since they are
spoken try si.me specific groups of
people. These groups do not understand each other most of the
time, but some dialects are similar."
She continued, "The most common language spoken by most of
the Medians is Bambara, so Bambara is the national language. I
do not understand or speak many
dialects. Besides Bambara, I speak
and life. We are also proud of our dancing.
"EACH CEREMONY has its own dances and
my native language, Sonrai, and
The words and the gestures which we use are
two other di/Ill-al:S." Madame nee
own songs. We dance for audiences, but mostly
very significantwe dance in mind of our
for pleasure. Each holiday we have to dance.
Maiga is the only married woman
heroes and to show our patriotism."
studying with the group. tier husYes, dancing has a direct part of our customs
band will be coming t o the United’
States shortly under a similar I ly of interest to those who are un- describes Guinea’s lei rtin! "The hate stated. "San Jose is a %er),
educational program to study vet -1 familiar with Africa and its cus- countryside in Guinea is more wonderful city. I like it stry
"marten medicine.
grassy and fruitftil The terrain is much. I have neser seen a countoms.
Explaining village life in Con- very rich and it furnishes a lot of try such as thisit’s a heaven
In comparing Conakree, capital
city of Guinea, with San Jose, one akree, Doussou Keita commented. minerals. Our land is set
and
ened remarked, "You do not have "Our children are less free than able for agriculttire,
many fruits and vegetate
the siestas in your country as we Americans. If the girls are not
In Guinea dt was explained, eatdo. Everyone in Conakree works students, they must stay at home
, from 8 to noon, naps till two, and with their parents until they get ing habits differ from those in
married." Adding more to the the United States. Said one of th.
then works till 8;30."
Faculty & Students
same subject were Miss Moussira girls, "We eat a lot of hot pepper
,esent your staff or ASS card
oOVEBNNIENT EDUCATION
the
lair
ntaini
f(sikd
is
You;
and
Miss
Djenabou
II
DiCamara and
Movie & Still
Educational facilities in Conak- alio, who combined their efforts, !bread is quite different than ours
ree are paid by the government., stating, "We think that the youth !Our eating habits differ iron
Cameras
Supplies
For the last five years, the women! of the world is almost the same. I yours in that Americans have .
Projectors
Equipment
have been attending school to- But there is a little difference be- ’ big breakfast and WP have sines,
developing printing
gether, and have resided in a; tween American young people and ones."
rentals
repairs
Summing up how she felt
boarding house.
Gllineans: American boys arid I
h.q
Miss
.
Jose,
visit
to
San
While attending school in Con- girls are more free than ours
akree, they return to their villages! Girls in our country can’t get
only twice a year; once in the! married before they are 17 year.
ALL NEW 1963 CARS
rainy season from mid-July to Oc- old."

Special Discount

7

4:1

AT LOWEST PRICES

tober and in February for 14 days
during the Moslem holiday.

GARBED in their native dress, I I students from
Gu;nea and one from Mali meet in the Inner
Quad. Colorful garments, circular gold ear,ings, and cheerful personalities are character-

istic of the women’s appearance. These future
teachers began a six-month program at SJS
Feb. 24. They will return to Mali and Guinea
and teach the English language.

S13111AR To HOME
Even though San Jose reminded
What the girls like most about many of the young women ot
San Jose was the similar terrain their country, Taut Cale Diabat
and weather they experience in
Conakree. Since it doesn’t snow
in West Africa, they saw snow for
the first time while in Washington. D.C.
student answered quest ions
iiid,dedis

Factory Wannty Dealer’s Ser.’se
Also used

af a -44

hie
egt\CAMERA SHOP

.or cliscos.
245

Can 368-4259
(Redwood C

So

Let’s back
the wrap skirt
for
extra -curricular
activities!

10.98
Styled by Les.,..nn
of New Yorl and Londor
S a gem of
c’essic perfection . . .
with unusual pockets!

Easy-care easy-wear ’.650 Dacron’ polyester
and 350,,. cotton.
Sizes 8-16 in
brown or olive.
I

’

5esi.ES SPORTSWEA;
SECOND FLOOR

14

You’ll smoke with a fresh enthusiasm
when you discover the cool ’air-softened taste of Salem

menthol fresh

)EFITIVEs")

rich tobacco taste

modern filter, too

.10tspBPA1TAN DAILY
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Bookstore Paperbacks
Largest Area Selections

Lost Off-Year Election
Leads Politician To Acting
NEW YORK (UPI Bypopular
definition, an "off-year" election is
one in which the offices of President and Vice President of the
United States are not at stake. But
to actor Joe Flynn there’s only one
real off-year election.
"An off-year election was 1950,"
said Flynn, currently seen as Captain Wallace Burton Binghamton
in "McHale’s Navy." Ernest Borgnine’s video series on ABC-TV.
Nineteen -fifty was t h e year
Flynn campaigned for the Ohio
state legislature.
"I lost," he recalled. "That’s
what makes it an off-year."
Losing the election was a disappointment to Flynn. "1 needed the
job," he said. "Any job."
Flynn had arrived in hometown
Youngstown flat broke following
the closing of three successive

plays on the road. Work was unattainable.
"I seriously thought show business had given me up," he said.
Flynn filed his candidacy and won
the nomination.
Flynn lost by only a scant 600
votes out of a total of 100,000 cast.
"It was the lowest point in my
life," he said, "and yet it turned
out to be the best thing that ever
happened to me.
"I might have gone on to become
governor of Ohiobut I’d be working for less money."

Egypt’s Great Pyramid and
Sphinx have stood guard over
the Nile River for 45 centuries.
The average American spenck
$91 a year for meat

ARE YOU THIRSTY?
Have your taste buds been
deprived of the exquisite
taste of an ORANGE JULIUS?
Why deny yourself this elegant thirst quencher? For
only 15c even Dante would
have agreed "it’s a Devilish
Drink."

DAVID WILSON, skimming through a selection from the philosophy -religion section of the "Book Nook" appears to ponder
the imponderable as he gleans a little knowledge from a time
that once was but is no longer. The section has books that deal
with, "The Structure of Islam," the theories of "Symbolic Logic,"
books on Saints and Scholars and on, "The Promise of Prayer."

ORANGE JULIUS

PrepositionsSomething
Not to End With?

Corner of 1st and San Fernando

Soft Drinks ON TAP

PIZZA

By CHESTER LANDIS
The prof said it would be an essay exam. You studied for it, sat
down confidently prepared on the
appointed dayand then he said:
"Remember now, you’re graded
on your English as well as. ."
And you groaned inwardly.
A week later your paper was returned and red slashes led to the
margins.f them referred to a sentence ending with
"of," "to," or "with."
The mark in the margin said
"dp," dangling preposition.
How much was your grade reduced by this single "error’"? Probably not much, if at all.
But it was annoying. "Picayune,"
you may have said afterward.

Enjoy
for study breaks
for parties
for dinner

CUGGINO’S PIZZA
862 No, 13th Street
knear Rosa St.)
’Til 2 a.m. Fri. & Sat.

Open 4-12 p.m. daily

Closed Wednesdays

P.S.: We Deliver

Call CY 2-8119

ChPiti
where you get a

FULL COURSE DINNER

’Eagle Eye’ Bock
Proves Himself
Fingerprint Ace

for as lithe as $1.45
whole Barbecue Chicken
to take out
51.49

cteak i4cu4e
17 E. SANTA CLARA

CY 3-4661

Monterey .institute 0/ 5oreiyn Cluches
9th Summer Session
7 week session: July 8- August 24, 1963
10 week session: June 17 August 24, 1963
Division of

Political Arts

Comprehensive programs for upper division and grad-

uate students combining fundamental courses (Theory of
History or Factors in Social Change) with area studies
focusing on problems of social change in China and Latin
America. 1,7 units)
Division of

’FLESH IS HEIR’
Mrs. Lois T. Henderson, associate professor of English who
spends much time aiding students
at the Writing Clinic, explained
that Shakespeare probably used
the latter word arrangement to
avoid saying, "The thousand natural shocks to which the flesh is
heir." Why he did this is a matter
lf effect.
"However, "she added, "generally
the preposition can fit very nicely
into the sentence."
Of authoritative sources, Fowler
calls the "dp" "a cherished superstition," and the "Dictionary of
Contemporary American Usage"
says "... to argue that a preposition must be placed before its object is like arguing that a butterfly
must be a fly."
But perhaps the most caustic
and final remark on the subject
was made by Winston Churchill,
who said:
"This is the type of arrant pedantry up with which I shall not
put."
Good luck with your next essay
exam.

INSTRUCTORS QUESTIONED
Several instructors of speech and
drama were asked about the dangling preposition demon, and they
had this to say about it:
"Considerations of this sort are
definitely in the background in my
teaching," said Dr. Herbert R.
Craig, assistant professor of speech,1
, who considers purpose, material,
and its arrangement more impor1
tant.
"It (word choice and order) is
only relevant if it distorts the au- ’
dience’s perception of the message."
But he agreed with Dr. Howard
L. Miller, assistant professor of
speech, who noted that usage depends on to whom the message is
directed.
Dr. Miller said, "I don’t think I
object to the preposition at the end
of the sentence in informal oral
communication. It slips in so often
GALVESTON, Tex. (UPI)
... that there’s not much you can
Folks around this island city will
do about it."
tell you if you’d ever been in trouCOLLOQUIAL FORM
ble with the law and ran up
He said that he would expert a against Charlie Bock he could take
colloquial form of address from one look at your hand and tell you
journalists Drew Pearson a nil what you did, how long ago you did
Douglas Edwards, who both spoke it and what you got for it.
at the SJS last year.
Charles Edward Bock, a 65-year"They would not sound natural old fingerprint expert who recently
using another form of address." I retired from the Galveston Police
Conversely, Dr. Miller would ex- j Department, says it isn’t sohe’,,
pect an educator to use a "classi- not that good.
cal" form of address, and he careHowever, Bock has been known
ful not to end a sentence with a to lake one look at a suspect’s finpreposition.
gers, go to his files and come hack
But if the use of the dangling with a card of prints taken from
preposition does not go back to the the man 20 years before.
Greek classicists. it goes back at
Bock is considered a pioneer in
least as far as Bacon, Ruskin, Cow- the race profession of fingerprint
per, Dryden and Shakespeare, all experts. Be started out shortly after World War I by taking a cone-’
of whom used it frequently.
Pxamples from Shakespeare. ;...ndenee course.

BRAND NEW
IN SAN JOSE

ChPici #

"We are such stuff as dreams are
made on," and "The thousand natural shocks that flesh is heir to."
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By MANNY AVILA
The Spartan Bookstore boasts
, one of the largest exclusively pa, perback sections in the San Jose
area, the "Book Nook," according
to Bob Atkins, tradebook super’visor.
The "Book Nook" has 3,000 exclusively paperback titles from
, more than 150 publishers.
The "paperbacks" that are sold
are small, convenient "mass circulation books," which once upon a
time were called "slicks."
The "slicks" are usually the 35
, through 75-cent paperbacks such
las Mentor, New American or Signet. Next to the "slick" paperbacks; there are the "quality paperbacks." These are usually the
"egghead" or "think pieces," that
deal with the "ism.s."
In addition to the "isms," there
are usually firsts or classics and
sciences in the "quality paperback"
’ classification.
The College Outline Series by
Barnes & Noble or by Littlefield
are in a class of their own. Paperbacks, true, but only skeletons for
students to follow assignments on.
These are not considered part of
the "Book Nook."
The Cal Bookstore on San Fernando has an estimated 10,000
titles, which include the College
Outline Series.
Robert’s Bookstore on S. Fourth
claims a figure of 5,000 titles,
again, with the College Outline
Series.
The "Book Nook" features books
dealing in the language arts, the
sciences, philosophy, the social sciences and books on past and contemporary history.
Tradebook supervisor Bob Atkins, who is in charge of the Book
Nook, feels that the personality
of a campus is reflected in the
class or kinds of books that students buy to read on their own
time.
San Jose State’s peisonality is
one created by a mature group of
students who want to know the I
world they live in. This is reflected
by the amounts of books sold that
deal with contemporary history.
the sales of books on the "ism,’
and the large amount sold On oldture and the sociological book,
dealing with America at this tin,.
The "Book Nook" actually earn,
into existence with the appearan,.,
of Bob Atkins in 1960, the trade book supervisor who is also in
charge of the student personnel
working in the bookstore.
Prior to the "Nooks" concise,
yet complete collection, the corner
where the "Nook" stands was a
small collection of an estimated
500 titles with a poor selling rate.
Atkins, with the notion that the
"Book Nook" should have something worth reading, instituted a
program which increased the size
of the "Nook" to its present size.
The best sellers, according to Atkins, are the standards such as the
Huxley (Brave New World) and
Orwellian (Animal Farm) novels.
In addition, the consistantly best
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"one of the largest pet shops in the country
Phone 297-024

1280 The Alameda

.....ory.lon..14....44411114.111.
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Archie’s
7 Day Special!
TOP SIRLOIN
STEAK DINNER

$1M

NEW YORK CUT
STEAK DINNER

51.75

Solve Week end morning
meal problems with our
Sati.iddy and Sunday
SPECIAL BREAKFAST

14
eakkaOt
Fr,. Parking
2nd St.

Try a d
treat, Fc
SO-LO I
FOI
GOLD
400 P
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tt You get
Your lite
College 1.1fr

To pin down the fleeting beauty, follow the rules, but cool
Stay in the shade of an h.i.s Suit that feels like button.
mg on a breeze. Flash a well -cut profile that starts at it

THE BENEF
Colleits Life I
men and coil)!

rlsks. Let me

ural shoulders and narrows down to lean, lithe PostGrad
slacks. Keen -eyed buck.watchers can spot these flaPPP
pocket. muted authentics at hip shops .. . $19.95 to $39.9

Live Music 7 nights a week
Rig Al’s Chicago Style Pizza
Gourmet Dinners
Refreshments

3830 STEVENS CREEK BLVD.

the capital.

IGUANAS

CY 2-9099

The Fabulous
Jim Pollack and his
Banio Kings

P.O. Box 1522. Monterey, California
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This week 1, arirring

Aluminum Work
Free Estimates
Guaranteed Workmanship
Insurance Work

TONIGHT

*km pfai,

A ND VS
PET SHOP

Open Del, 0 to
Open Sat. & S. 10)16

tont worker

Body Repairs & Painting

German, Italian, Japanese, Mandarin Chinese, Russian and
Spanish (6-11 unite: combined elementary and intermediate, 16 units). Instruction at all levels by native instnic.
tors, in language being studied. Some language houses
available.
Accredited by the Western Assn. of Schools and
leges as a specialized institution granting the Master of Arts
in Teaching foreign languages and political arts.

infornaation, write to;
Director of Admisaions
Monterey Institute of Foreign Studies

Your Pet’s Dept. Store
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Anteilic

Languages & Civilizations

For further

and Fall of the Th : I’
over 500 copies.
The style in which it
ten was something sin
noval said Atkins. The
wail which was sow’s..
tion so closely portral.e.d
inent families in flawaiia’s
upper class that the book
more like a documentary than
Rise and Fall.
The "Book Ms’4<" %vas stuck
a little while sisal Atkins
Folk Medicine, which
well in the hardbound (...
with The Slaking of a
which also sold quite ’veil v.
in the hardbound edit,,
The total value of the berk
the "Book Nook" is cote, .
estimated by Atkins to t..
five and 10 thousand
The average cost of the
Iv?
is near 80 cents said Atkins.

FOREIGN CAR

Intensive undergraduate (elementary, intermediate, advanced, upper division) and graduate courses in French,

4.1

sellers see "Catcher in the Rye"
by Jerome David Salinger and his
collection of nine stories which sell
quite well according to Atkins.
In addition, books dealing with
culture, such as the Margaret
Meade books on polynesian societies, are moderate but constant
sellers.
Among the paperbacks that can
be found are a four book volume
on the History of Mathematics, by
James R. Newman which in the
hardbound edition cost $25 dollars.
The "Nook" has the same selection
for $9.95.
A History of the World by Arnold J. Toynbee sells for more
than $100 but which can also be
found for a fraction of the cart in
the "Book Nook."
According to Atkins many of the
books in the "Book Nook" have
sold with little difficulty. The Rise
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Landmark Leveled
for Safety’s Sake

Thursday, April

By EVELYN DIXON
A large, mysterious figure
’rut over San Jose State College
from the top of the Medico-Dentat
, Building on North 6th and East
, Santa Clara Sts.
It is a golden- colored statue
which appears tit be a man dressed
III
lobe, seated on a throne, and
htibling a cadtWellS.
Th/‘ eadllePlIS, a winged staff
with a pair of intertwined snake),
on it, is a symbol of healing usually associated with the medical
profession.

Special Student Rom

l’FAN RITERS

alt

5111111\ES CO.
2934281
a) lei-nand

WITH WATCHFUL EYES, five members of
Rally Committee are seen viewing a high school
pep group and presenting their critical evaluations. Two hundred students from 17 high

schools attended the convention held on the

SJS campus Saturday. From left to right, are,
Terry Tevis (sitting), Mike Collins, both SJS yell
leaders; Sue Rust, convention chairman; Mike
Freed, Rally Committee chairman and Sue
Stacks, who helped Miss Rust with the event.

Rally Committee Convention
Attracts 200 NorCal Students

Try a delicious taste

treat, Foremost’s new
SO-LO Low Fat Milk.
FOREMOST
GOLDEN STATE
00 North Fiat St.
541, An.

By RON BOTTI I
Spirit was dissected 1/11 campus
Saturday when 200 Northern California students from 17 high
schools converged to attend SJS’s
Rally Committee Convention.
According to Sue Rust, convention chairman, everything r a n
smoothly mainly because "everyone I Rally Committee members)
manned their posts."
The busy day began with delegates arriving at 9 a.m, and a general assembly relating the day’s
activities.
Most attendants were song girls
and sell leaders, although advisers
and rally committee members also
attended, said Rev Rauh, publicity
chairman.
DISCUSSION GROI’PS
Discussion groups, dealing with
all campus spirit and rally problems, were held in the morning.
"Discussion groups o re a tremen-

By RON LEINIO
Here is one foreign student
feels that there are too many programs offered for the foreign sto

gin/20ring

tt You got so much more for
life Insurance dollars from

Your

College LIfe’s famous policy.
THE BENEFACTOR, because
College Life Insures only college

men and college men aro preferred

asks. Let me tell you

*BRUCE OLSON
151
N. 26th Street
San Jose, Calif.

Tel: 291341031
’,Presenting
THE COLLEGE

LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
or AMERICA
^1i, Company selimp
etv
Colltsp Mtn

major

farm

Osaka,

Japan. He has lised here for seven
years. During his time here, fa at
at Riverside City College, and
then at SJS. he has been active
in foreign student activities. He
etirrently is acting ehairman of
the Intercultural Steering Com-

dous success because each chair-, a much better atmosphere. Stuman drew up an outline prior to dents did not have to worry about
the convention and sent it to each competiting wit h each other,"
participating school," Miss Rust! Freed explained.
said.
AFTERNOON stEsatOa
After lunch a special fashion’
At the closing afternoon :sessian
show was presented and featured each school was presented with it
SJS song girls modeling bermudas eertificate of merit for attendance
to dresssy sport attire, and yell
Miss Rust summed up the conleaders modeling swim wear to vention by saying: "Everyone, inSan Jose State may be considsuits. Clothes were from Mosher’s.. cluding advisers, was enthusia.stic
eicd a party school by some, but
Ltd.
and wanted to be asked back for
there is a small core of students
next year’s convention."
WORKSIIOPS
ihere who take their recreation su
All Rally Committee members
The afternoon was highlighted!
!seriously that they’re maiming
by two workshops dealing with’ readily admit they also got new .
.
song girls’ routines and spirit yells. ideas from the high school particiThe Recreation Department
After the convention Mike Freed, pants. "It was a two-way exchange.
presently boasts about 100 stuRally Committee chairman, empha- Our problems, believe it or not, are
dents, all of whom are determined
sized that this was the first year similar to and in many cases exactto in ornate the leisure of others
eonipetition between the partiti- ly like high school ones," Miss Rust
as well as their own.
paling schools w a s eliminated. said. She cited problems dealing
A recreation major is often con"Our song girls and yell leaders with spirit, attendance, wearing
sidered the first cousin of the physwatched their counterparts a n d white to games, supporting rallies wal
education major. But rearedpresented constructive criticism of and generally showing school spirit
aan students are cnneerned with
routines and yells. This made for and enthus:::nom than just stretching muscles

Recreation Majors
Promote Leisure;
Broaden Field

,:oms for foreign student, ,hing I’m concerned about. is the
I)
) a good programs, but the eammunication between American
-todents don’t like thema mid foreign students. The only
thing we can do is to keep talking
STUDENTS AFRAID
I about this. It is not, going to help
He mentioned programs which to have a dance."
list American families who are
As acting chairman of ICSC,
willing to board foreign students. Yamamoto attempts to put his
’I’ve talked to several foreign slit- ideas into practice. "We are not
dents. They feel they are obli- trying to do a favor for the forit, these families, and they’re eign student. bat rather we wish
it atid t hey’ I I do something wrong," I to wark with the foreign student
Via it
said,
and get to know him."
In

his

mat
said

y main,

spoken manner
foreign students

BETTER COMMI’NH ’ATMS

Yamamoto’s concern for good
feel uneasy about international
mittee
.1 ideal programs in general be- communications is manifested in
many
too
just
are
"I think them
cause the programs attempt to do ! two interests of ’CSC ICS(’ was
recently affiliated with the "Noa "favor" for the students,
As a result, Yamamoto said, plc-to-People" program.

ENJOY THIS
WEEKEND
WITII DANCING
FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY NITES
/, 111N
TROP/CAL

TWIST

’Approximately 90 per cent of the
foreign students go home disappointed because they didn’t have
chance to see what Americans
:ire really like."

"Through ’People-to-People’ we
I will be doing a lot of correspond.
team with other colleges . . . this
will help us with foreign students,"
People-to-people was
I he said.

AMERICANS SHOULD HELP

initiated in 1946 by former Presi-dent Eisenhower. The purpose of

Yamamoto does not blame all
the program is to create better
al the trouble on the foreign stiiIent organizations. Speaking tor understanding between Americans
international students, he said, and people of other nations.
’It’s a fault of ours, but on the
,,tlier hand American students
sheuld take the initiative to itea
tend his hand to the foreign stu!lent."
Vain/1111.1ff, humbly admits that
he has no solution. "The main

SPECIAL
SUNDAY
JAM
SESSIONS
AT

1111.1114
728 N. 13th St.
CY 5-9872

NTEDENT14 ASKED
However. when 50 SJS students
were asked what the statue personified, 20 answered that they
thought it was a Spartan. SOMP
"thee replies were an Indian, Buddha, King Kameharneha, St. Mi.
)hael the Archangel, and Aesculai)t)is.
Therefore, because conflicting
apInions were received, a search
I,egan for the correct answer.
One possible answer was cited in
;in ;article in the San Jose Evening
News of Nov. 9, 1954. In this ar’,ale, Joe Donovan of the Santa
clara County Medical Society was
quoted as saying that the statue
was an angel of merry. Recently
however, Donovan said that it was
a goddess of mercy.
PROF DOESN’T KNOW
"I don’t know of a mythological
eharaeter by that name," said Dr.
!John P. Britz. who teaches a class

Foreign Students Dislike Programs
dent. He is George Yamamoto
Yamamoto is a senior civil en-

Bruce
Olson*
says

1

SPARTAN DAIL1111

.t

Large Figure Gazes at SJS:
No One Is Sure Who He Is

CATaKILL. N.Y. IDPI)New
Conservation Depart.
ysit State
recently set fire to
gent workers
was considered the moat
that once
in the world.
beautiful hotel
Mountain House,
The Catskill
miles south of Albany,
stoat 40
was a 19th Century
the capital,
that rivaled Nitourist attraction
visitors from
wars Falls. Wealthy
Paris considLondon, Berlin and
at the hotel a
ered a stopover
grand tours.
-must- on their
hotel offered ,
Built in 1821, the
flOande view of the winding
Hudson River and the scenic Cats 3,000-foot
kin Mountains for its
reached the
elevation. Visitors
car.
hotel by cable
me hotel, operated continuously
until 194’2. deteriorated badly in;
was considered ,
event years and
a menace. Mitering on the brink
The Conservation Deof a cliff.
which acquired the
partment
property to expand an adjoining
it would have ’
ramp site derided
he Pled

II il II \ OFFICE
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Fur Your Fair Lads.
NN bite and Las ender
/rriiirl Corsages
only $3
Fro.. Delivers

Afliee Nopiet
19

- ’202-20(0

:
II :)..!
APS,I ;.
found tseept
the aneient

I)). !onnee t ion between
and merry could be
in a poem written by
Roman poet Ovid.

0%’ID WRITES

STORY TOLD

Ovid writes that a eommittee of
Romans went to Greece to bring
the god of healing back with them
to end a plague. Some members
the Greek er.mmittee a:hii met
the Raman, said that lending them
the eort "would be an set af

A story of how Aesculapius taa
Caine a god is related hy Dr Louis
A. Waters, of the English Department. "When Aeaeulapius raised a
man from the dead. Zeus became
angry and struek him with a thunderbolt," Waters said. "Then, in
revognition of his healing powers.
Aesculapius was made god of healing. People were cured in his

nierey
Even though many people, incluaing a doctor, pharmacists businessmen and elderly residents of
Sari lose, were asked to Identify
the statue no one knew him Perhaps some energetie student of
mythology. art. medicine, architechiMI/1’y may he curious
ture. f
enough to solve the mystery of the
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kitchen. Give us a try tonight.
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WHO GIVES A

"HOOTENANNY?

7-2002

lot

ref

The Lime filers’,
and other bright
talents in the
folk-singing world!
Jack Linkletter
hosts.

the NEW and DIFFERENT show
where folk singers meet
each week on a
different

COLLEGE CAMPUS

THE
NATURAL
GIFT

They realize that a shorter work
week and forced retirement Sr.’
giving PeuPle More leisure time
than they ever had before,
The only trouble is that fray
people really know how to take
it easy. They try to follow tha :
saying, "Work hard- -play ha,’
and as a result they came back
from their vacattons in worse
shape than when they left.
But the recreation student isn’t
primarily interested in running a
Playground or plucking little children out of neighbarhood swimming pools. He is more likeN
setthis sights on the adminata,
t115’.-or medical aspects of reervaiIn
hospitals, the need for reereation thetaptsts, as they eta,
vaned, is especially great, Many
patients must he rehabilitated not
only jih sically, hut also mentally,
for the discouraging and often depr.-s--ist. aspects of a long stay in
a hospital may have serious lay
chological effects on some pati..n’
Thus, recreation students may
find themselves teaching drama
art. and music appreciation, TI
plan radio product inns,
meets, and sacial activities. such as
Janees. In other words. they teach
r,pithaieprI7 how In’. Pie k1
one an -

of mythology and folklore at SJa
"The eaduceus is usually associated
with Aesculalaus. but it could be
an attribute of Athens "
Aesculapius is always depicted
wearing a chitan, a garment similar to a tunic, because it symbolizes that he was close to mortals.
Also, he is often represented in it
sitting position, which denotes high
rank.
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Artist Nixes
Medical School Features
Nikita’s Art
Six-Year Speed Course

IDENCF. it 1. t UPI 1- -A
imagrant
esilleation
d to tace the realities of
scheduled tit liecentu.a
this. fall at Brown University.
the ti Liam is a six-year course
stud). :it the end sit" which a
student is placed in the third year
class of a medical school
John Elmendurf, university vice
president. said the program is a
departure from the traditional apt!. sich to training young medical
,11..s1

II,( It ts ssalc PRINCIPLEs
.
he taught the
basic p, ,
"f science to be
truly up-’,
’ Elmendorf said.
’We aant
.,.1 HI 3 bahlt
taste
for study- and research to ensure
that the flavir f .r mote knots ledge
lasts a 112.tainic.
He stressed that knoaledge of
the basic science., is progressing
so rapidly that long-held concepts
are undergoing radical changes.
He said a petsion must have it good
grasp of ha sic science to understand these changes.
NO EINANuLtl. WORRIES
Students still enter the program
In their freshman year. The course
will continue through the sunsmet s., with a month’s vacation
squeezed in. At th, end of the
program, a student will have ac- !
quit-a.’ a bachelor iif ails. egree ,
NOW ITS DAD AUTO SUPPLY

AFROTC Shows
Two Films Today

(Formerly Uni Auto Supply)
A Complete Lin of Parts
Accessories
3rd & San Salvador
Phone 2921667
1 V
Armstrong The,
Antennas
howe.d Zink Seat Covers

Cycling Accessories
and Apparel

15-SPEED BIKES
from $76.90
CUPERTINO
BIKE SHOP
10080 Randy Lana

Al 2-2073

neomIIIRP
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ly?ILRAilC

/

Sale

Meet

TD
Affo,ALIA Seltwc eNC Lc Ate Alec" ame
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anti a master’s degree in scienec
St ’ideals: who urdinarily ytsaill
work in the summer to finance
their schooling will have no finanvial worries. The University says
it Is determined that none will
lease the program .a be excluded
loam it because ot lack of funds.
Scholarships anti loam: will lx’
made available.
The program begins with a solid
grounding in the fundamental sciences: mathematics, physics and
chemist ry .
Biology, begun in the second
year as a broad and fundamental
science, will continue into medical subjects usually covered within the tirt:t two years of medical
school.
The study of science culminates
in ads anced elective coursea, independeni study and resessrch over
the major part of at least two
years and in the sununertnne.
The future physicians would
also have a solid groanding in
liberal arts. The program begins
with literature and continues into
the study of varicais aspects of
social phenomena.
The university sees no problem
in placing its students in the third
year of medical school. Medical
school officials have shown great
interest 41 the idea.
The Brown program so far has
nearly 180 applicants and only 25
can be taken for the first year.

!

The eighth program in the series.
"Air Power," featuring, "Pacific
Patterns" and Winning of
France." will be shown in TH55.
2:30 p.m., today.
The series, sponsored by the Arnold Air Society, AFROTC
oraly organization. has been well
received, according to Arthur C.
Miner, information services officer.

’Test Tube’ Wood
AKRON, Ohio t UPI --- America’s
28 million bowlers some day may
be getting their strikes and spares
run howling pins made of "test
tube" wood.
Hardwood supplies, particularly
maple for bowling pins, are being
depleted. The new chemical wood.
developed by researchers for The
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.. already has been successfully. tested
in bowling pins and it can be used
for such other products as gun
stocks, golf club heads and heel
blocks for women’s shoes.
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up to 225 rn;les per gallon
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solves parking
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VOTE NO
For the USSR joining the Common Market
higher taxes
war
inefficient management of city affairs
being
Khrushchev visiting Disneyland
sin
Cuba
admitted as the 51st state bookstores in San
Jose
Dristan commercials
Fidel
record stores in San Jose
Castro winning the Nobel Peace Prize.

Viewpoint

SOM. o f the ob- of the mammal’s
!,ouriti heart.
mission to take Grey whales, a blank spaceS. But
By JAMES DOYLE
This organ is snide in
Georges Mathieu
PARIS
conipitrimm
species protected by international I staeles appear whale-sized.
United Press !international
catch,
with
of
other
trouble
the
vital
to
Added
organs and
is a painter who won fame by layBer- law since 1930 when they were
PORTLAND, Ore. UPI
animal
an
sea
at
smidameeinsrinagv,s,iicht,isielnet.tsait’sikc..eiln:nicagi
ing and cutting
ing his punt on in blobs, often
rruniirgy:04
extinct.
man Melville’s demonic Captain almost
fact that farstraight out of the tube, and by
This species Is needed because of that size is the
interby
ignoring any of the accepted rule, Ahab searched for hla allegorical its migration past the Oregon tory ships are prohibited
"truth" in the great white whale, coast Ls well known and its breed- national law from working in the involves tremendous .ind sudden
about his art.
zone.
And he has nothing but scorn Moby Dick.
ing grounds charted. Pregnant northeast Pacific
So our whalers will have to do chaninjTechgtee:coiwronintPtai7a luhirletielrieansinagrepit:it:
for anjone. including Soviet Prewhales are needed for part of the
It was his undoing.
mier Nikita Khrushchev, who dares
which includes studies with a smaller vessel. This means
But a group of medical research- program
the whale must be kept afloat dur- substance,
oppose his or anyone else’s modernhemoglobin.
ers here believe he had the right of foetal
bsa litapelaece.Hn
a nuri
t strong alkali
istic art form.
Bioproducts, Inc., a fishing firm ing the cutting -in process. The
,
idea,
just
the
wrong
whale.
destroy the meat. When the
Mathieu, holding a whisky in a
which opened a whaling station at normal way is by inflating the
stun.
would
.
this
ical
action
is
but
air,
with
completed
whale
magnificent Bohemian blue glass,
ago,
two
years
()re.,
wily the
Hammond.
SEER GREY WHALES
vascular structure will
in his luau* mansion in suburban
Scientists at the University of will supply the boat and crew and damage the organs.
remain
and
the
researchers
large
Auteuil. talks in the garlIP quantity! Oregon Medical School are going dispose of the whale’s remains.
a
will
improvising
Lyons is
have a
perfect.
"blueprint"
01
nets.
s,.; the paint he lays on his can., after the Grey whale and some
of
ihe hew.
"floating hammock" made
STUDY DNA, HEMOGLOBIN
vases. He spoke for one hour and truths they believe are iscientificwhich will be placed by SCUBA
NEEDS MAGNIFIED
One of the principal objectives divers.
lu minutes before the interviewer) ally very important.
With a human heart this re.
a chemical called
could get a question in.
Some of the organs will have.
The research team, headed by of the project ig
Finally he was asked about’ Dr. Richard Lyons, an assistant DNA (deoxribonucleic acid) from pa be "fixed" immediately in qune%thei.rieslip.aalbezrmiti:iolfiliihihieeat
suswhatiditwi.:
Khrushchey’s attack on abstract professor. of anatomy, hopes to the whale’s organs. Scientists say chemicals to preserve them.
hand
genetic
to
key
the
art.
The cornea and blood samples,
catch enough specimens to probe tinay hold
"It’s obvious that in Soviet Rus- some heretofore mysterious as- reproduction in plants and animals. for instants., must be flown back heart. So, more unpro%usalian s
ioicrea.
Other phases of the project in- to the medical school laboratories chin enFsitrst
sia the artist is not regarded as pects of llfe---both whale and hit’about 8,000 po..ials of the
having a superior role in the social man.
clude studies of whale hemoglobin, by helicopter. Other organs will
l alkali are needed. ’Ile
hierarchy," he said.
the oxygen -carrying compound of
set up
The project, called a "Multi- the red corpuscles. Researchers be fixed in a small lab
heart and the solution an! to re.
MORE !SENSITIVE
aboard ship.
disciplinary Approach to Whale
"At the time of the Renaissance, Biology" has attracted about 15 want to learn if the same type of
While the whale Ls bobbing pose in a vat which, in itself, poses
N ngisnueerincgonpiraobleim
ine , ,xists. But
in Crete. in Ionia, in Japan, the scientists at the school and a num- genes makes both whale and hu- alongside the vessel, a 20-foot in- aneo
man hemoglobin, and they hope cision win be necessary to get
such
artist was always at the top of ber of students.
they can discover how evolution at the adrenal glands. Crewmen the doctors hope the
the human ladder because he is,
result Wul
created this compound.
by definition, more sensitive and
rETOLOGY
wearing mountaineers’ clamp-ons be a giant, safety-proof
concrete
thus more responsible, in the doFrom an idea born in discussions
will do the cutting.
HEREDITY UNIT
and steel "test tube" in which the
main of expression, before the gen- more than a year ago, it has
STUDY HEART
DNA is the hereditary unit loerations that are to follow.
grown into a project encompaasing
One of the more interesting acidity of congestion can le 44,
"By his intuition he precedes many aspects of cetology-- the cated on chromosomes that carries projects will be making a mold trolled.
science and by reason of this fact study of whales--as well as in- the information to make hemois able to play his role in science vestigation into human genett globin. Lyons explains that if cane
eta’ occurs in humans, the DNA
itself.
growth.
might have been traveling along
"It’s possible, because socialism
Lyons has petitioned the U.S. a wrong pattern.
is what it is, that there is no place Fish and Wildlife Service for perThe cells, in obeying the nucleus,
in it for the abstract painter, who
had the wrong message. They were
is a law unto himself and does
following a "goofed up blueprint."
not follow any particular convenSee our selection at
The important object here is the
tions."
amnesia, Goya, and Christy instrument,
nature of such messages and
Then Mathieu, whose works are
whether or not they can be conexhibited in 40 museums throughtrolled or altered to a normal
out the world, turned to painting
pattern.
in the United States,
This, in effect, could be the an1884 W. Son Carlo,
CY 7-7417
ORGANIZED EXHIBITIONS
National Defense student loans swer to a cause of cancer, Lyons
"I was the first, in 1947, to talk
are
now
available
for
students
who
said.
about the young art of painting in
A major obstacle in the study
the United States and to organite apply and are accepted for the Caliexhibitions of the biggest American fornia State College first overseas of DNA has been one of avail- I
ability. A small amount can be
painters." he said.
program, announced Don R. Ryan,
taken from a human organ. But
"Now in the United States for
Plus
assistant to the dean of students. a human kidney, for instance,
the first time in 300 years there
Is an autonomous school of paint-, Students may borrow up to $1000 weighs only about 3’,a pounds. The
ing in America. which has nothing through the National Defense kidney of a whale weighs nearly I
to do with the school of Paris. And funds. The oversea.s program will 1,400 pounds and the yield of DNA
probably for the first time the - be held on campuses in Germany. per pound would be the same.
American school of painting conMYSTERIOUS WHALE
France and Spain.
stitutes the must important demEquals
Ryan reported that the $1020
For at least a century ant a
onstration of American thought,
THE PLACE TO GO_
cost of the stay will include room, half, the whale has been the source
inaybe more important than you
board and tuition, plus $400 for of scientific investigation as well
find in literature, even among the
transportation.
as a source of oil and a lot of
’greats’ like Faulkner and SteinApplication forms and additional fiction,
’D s Home D.:-.sy
beck."
information is available in Adm269.
and Food To Go
Still, relatively little is known.
TACHIsM’ FORM
about it. Certainly, no other aniHow slid Mathieu come to use
Open 4 p.m. Daily
The South Pole rnceives more mal holds a greater key to life’s
the unbelted "tachism" form of
sunlight
in
midsummer
than
mysterious
processes,
Lyons
said.
any
2111
,
Willow
CY 4-4009
painting that he uses?
This study will fill in many
He looked around at some of his place on earth.
,iwn works on the walls of his
immaculately furnished apartment,
a
including a somewhat humorous
portrait of himself in the style of
Louis XIV, which indicated he
Across From the Library
a mild have become famous as a
WINDOW ROCK, Ariz. (UP!) I martchip of the Navajo Tribal
! ical painter if he had not The Navajos - onee a colorful tribe Council, dressed in conservative
on 4th and an Fernando
1,-,scri the "tachism" form.
of sheepherders, cowhands and business suits, recently held a news!
,u arrive at tachism, he said,
conference --the first in the hisDelicious Fish-wich
a process of going through the craftsmen are being incorporated tory of the tribe.
idealism of the Renaissance pe- into civilization, whether they like
The conference was thoroughly !
with spicy tartar sauce
i aid, successively through realism it or not.
covered by local newspapers, ra1,, impressionism, which frees you . And some of them don’t.
dio and even briefly on television.
!rom the realism (4 photography,
But with the influx of radio,
The candidates spoke quietly to
to fauvism which frees you from television and newspapers, war a capacity crowd here.
realism of color you paint trees armors and politics have made an
While Paul Jones, the incumbent
King Size Hamburger
it’d.
mpression on the majority of the chairman, stood on his record, his I
"A Meal In Itself"
"Then you come to cubism, which t rube of about 90,000.
two opponents contended he had
trees you from realism of form, The family Bogen, which only been extravagant in office. Though
vou put the nose where the eyej recently gained electricity and the language was Navajo, the polshould bet, then to geometric ab-1 heat, now is usually crowned with itics were American. Opposing
strartism which frees you from a television antenna.
Jones art- Samuel Billison, 39, and
Juicy Hot Dogs
realism altogether.
Several stations in the reserva- Raymond Nakai, 45. The three
"Finally you COMP to taChISMI I tion area devote part of the broad- men are World War II veterans.
which trees Nou from any of the; casting day to Navajo songs,
Other changes have followed
former aesthetics.
speeches and advertisements in the the pattern of tribal politics in
Every Sunday
"I have introduced the notion of’ Navajo language.
becoming modern.
speed into the art of painting.", Newspapers in the art-a have
A Navajo woman, Annie Waumany subscribers on the reserva- nika. Ls a member of the powerful
tion and complete coverage is tribal council, illustrating that the
given to tribal affairs as well as female’s role has changed.
I national news.
Modern beauty contests are usEven the traditional nature of ually divided into two sections
tribal affairs has drastically modern arid traditional Two win changed. Candidates for the chair nets are chosen.

FOLK

For Santa Clara
little or no taxes
folk music on
records
two presidents, one for work, one for social

affairs
paperback books sin -giving Russia our space
plans to they’ll be two years behind us
good grooming
John F.
Kennedy, Albert Schweitzer and Lenny Bruce
and Franklin St. in Santa Clara (especially 797 Franklin,
where you’ll find the Record Room, where you’ll find
quality paperback books, where you’ll find phonograph
records.) We’re one block off of The Alameda, next to
Santa Clara University. If you get lost, cell us at 241.4814.
Oh yes, we’re open evenings to 10 p.m.
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Guaymas, Mexico: Skindivers’ Paradise
Map

SKINDIVING ENTHUSIAST Ken La Barbera and two friends
spent a week in the tropical waters of Guaymas, Mexico, and
their efforts were richly rewarded. Above, La Barbera (r.) and
friend hold three eels trapped and killed by spears. In the center photo, La Barbera (I.) poses with two companions as they
discuss the 47-pound grouper speared after a hard battle.
La Barbera poses with the monster at the right.

Out of this World Food
at Down to Earth Prices
Whether ifs dinner or
a coffee date try the ...
Crystal Creamery
Fountain

Restaurant

7th & Santa Clara, San Jose

PLAY 18

HOLES OF GOLF IN 21/2 HRS.

ON NORTHERN CALIFORNIA’S ONLY
ALL

GREEN

18

HOLE

COURSE

61 PAR.

a Rancho Verde
Golf Course and Driving Range
Weekday student green fees $1.25
5 minutes from Civic Center 1 mile East
on McKee Road Overpass
2142 McKee Road
CL 14143
Lessons By PGA Professional
Tex Smith

.OPEN
Monday
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WOMEN’S SHOES
High & Mid -Heels
at

Factory Prices

Nov, is the time to prepare
for your spring dance
\

Latest Spring Styles
Select just the right pair of heels
at San Jose’s largest shoe store.

from 7.90
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Oose Monday, nand"
Friday Nights Til t
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Student Gives Colorful Account
Of Big ’Fish Story’ Expedition
EDITORS NOTE: The following story
diving expedition to Guaymas, Millis a well -fold documentary of a skinico, conducted by Ken La Barbera,
San Jose State senior from Redwood
City, and two companions. The threesome spent a week of skindiving during semester break. Iii is La Barbera’s
story.

beautiful and always held new and of our presence. Unaware, that is.
exciting scenery and fishlife.
until they were touched, then the
Among the fish speared were docile sharks showed us just how
grouper, sting rays, bass, eels. and fast they could movein a downparrotfish. The grouper, largest ward direction.

sea food dinners I’ve ever tasted
This last day’s diving in Mexico
was best yet. After finally "getting up steam." we chugged int.,
the gulf and headed south to OH
of the catch 147 pounds’ gave us
area of deep water coral caves
WILD SHARK RIDE
quite a battle. The ocean floor Was
I soon discovered that if I took kelp beds and natural arch. -peppered with a variety of sea life hold of the dorsal fin, he
spanning quiet caves.
By KEN LA BARBERA
would
The end of a semester means including mullet, puffer fish. sIiag give me a thrilling ride in an atVs’ith the boat anchored
many things to the multitude of rays, scallops, and lobsters. The tempt to shake me off. There were three (4 us dropped If and .:.
lobsters
were
by
far
the
most
de, only two things I had to keep in straight down to a depth
students on San Jose State’s campus. Some go home for a well de- licious of all our marine catches. ’ mind while playing piggy -back enty-five feet and a sandy bottor
Catching
these
delicacies
of
the
with these monsters. First, not to At this time I realized that ti..
served and much desired test.
others flock to various resort spots deep is an art. One must look in hang on too long, and second. third member of our party Was n.,
all
holes,
crevices
and
caves.
These
to enjoy freedoms previously pent
when I let go to look out for the where in sight. After surse:,
up by scholastic routine and the places are the natural habitat of flailing tail, as it could deal a the immediate area, we h.
the
lobster.
In
this
process,
I
slowly toward the rocky
ever present need of maintaining
hammer-like blow.
a grade point. While others were found it was necessary to put the
I was the first to find out how rising with the floor of the
face
plate
of
my
mask
right
up
seeking their rest and heading
much of a wallop was packed into up to thirty feet: We saw a
home, I was looking forward to a Ito the holes to be able to see. In that tail. As I latched onto my form coming toward us W
I
most
cases
the antenna of the lob- shark, the fish made a premature one of the killer whales we n.
week of skindising in Guaymas,
ster are all that are visible. It is dive for the bottom, taking me a heard were in the ViCinity"
Mexico.
It was a cold, damp weekend in necessary to reach in and pull few feet underwater. At this point flipped the safety .in my gur
our home town of Woodside, when them out. The danger in doing I lost my hold and was caught raised it toward the form two fellow divers and myself , this is that deadly moray eels hide full in the side by the tail of the denly the form changed dlr.r.
waved goodby to our friends and in these same holes. On one ac- fast -descending feh. The next tion and circled. Then, apparentis.
parents and started on our 1.400- casion as I put my mask up to a thing I knew my snorkel and seeing us, it headed again in ow
mile drive. We estimated our trav- hole, a moral eel lunged forward mask were gone and I was spout- direction. As it closed in on
eling time at 26-hours if we took and hit onto it. I don’t know what ing sea water. Aside from having recognized it was the re
turns at the wheel and drove was greater, my fear or surprise the wind knocked out of me and third member of our team t:
steadily and our car had no break- I put my speargun up to hi, taking in a few mouthfuls of sea a turtle!
downs. We made it with no trou- mouth, pulled the trigger and kill- water. I was all right.
The next morning. Fridn
ed him. Later, when I got it back
The
language
barrier,
both awoke late and headed bus.’.
ble.
Guaymas, named after an In- to the boat, I found in its stom- aboard the ship and in town, of- Nogales
where we hoped t.,
ach an 1R-inch baby shark com- fered no difficulties. Most of the
dian tribe called "Guaymas," ss
first settled in 1760, and served a, pletely intact. The eel was four Mexicans could understand our
’1?0)414,01).110101Y01 9 *
a Spanish -Mexican free port in feet long and measured 12 inches "Spanish" and frantic hand -was inc. When these tactics: failed
1841. The port was attacked by in diameter.
U. S. naval forces in 1f1147 and ocOn our second day out we saw a there was always the Spanishwa,
cupierl onti! 1R4R. In 1t54 Guayma, school of basking sharks. These American dictionary, u-he
was ttw seems of heavy fighting sharks derive their name from always in my pocket
SEA -FOOD Dici.utim’s
when some 400 pirates headed by Iheir habit of drifting slowly along
The fish that we speared whii,
Count Rascourt rie Bourbon failed the surface of the ocean. as If ;
in their attempt to seize the city. basking in the sun, while feeding diving from the hoat were cook, FOR GREEN FEES
on minute marine organisms. Sud- by the ship’s cook. One of it.
TWO commuNTritst
WITH COPY OF THIS AD
thought of riding these things that may have added to th,
we
denly
resort
the
We chseovered that
Sat, Sun
cluthd
horses. The sharks were fine flavor of our meals aboar!
area was separated from the city sea-going
ship could he attributed to the
I0TH
plankton
&
TULLY
ROAD
their
upon
intent
so
which
In’ a mountainous peninsula
straining provess that anything methods of our cook, who, it alTAMNSTIMIrt)7
creates there two communities:
short of actual physical contact ways seemed. had to make engine
The city with its cathedral, shrimp
not disturb them. They repairs prior to preparing the
docks and freighters in the harbor, woUld
slowly along with their meals. Then, after a healthy awls:
sWarn
and Bacachihampo Bay. about two
mouths wide open and from his bottle of tequila, hi.
miles around the peninsula, with white lined
would wipe the grease from he
Vast
straining
extended
its deep sea fishing boat docks and gills
n.
amounts of the plankton -laden Sea hands on his grimy trousers
the Hotel Miramar Beach. This
almost completely unaware prepare one of the most deb
area is well known for its big runs water,
of marlin and sailfish, which generally occur between April and
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HUMIDOR
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June
Early IVfonslay morning, anxious
to "Lict wet.’’ we rented a boat to
cruise the hay In search of good
diving spots. The water, visually
crystal clear, proved too murky
for any accurate progrenstirations
regarding underwater reefs and,
sea life.
The next day was different. We
contacted the owner of an old’
commercial trawler and the next
three days were spent dining, eating and sunbathing off this aryl-1,k. fishing In rut with its pie Ii
crew.
StrALIVE Attl’NrIt SIT
around
The golf
Was ftlel heraufte it is rows. stint,.
water tempm,
in Niexten Alld
turn- Is a "cold" 80 degrees to ’0)
degrees wet suits in these water.
were a must Underwater photo: raptly was not the best heratise
114.1

\1,111111ly

mai me

as-

allowed to re-enter the United
States Since we had all acquired
sunburns and hadn’t shaved, we
weren’t too sure that we didn’t
resemble a car load of "wet
backs" Somehow, we gat across
the border and 20 hours later we
were home displaying shells we
had brought back and naturally
telling the story of the "big

I’,! I’.
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Art Martinez

A delicious charcoal broiled, choice, Spencer steak at a
wonderful for students. The Spencer steak is served
price
with a crisp green salad with dressing and your choice of either
baked or french fried potatoes.
Also try our daily special, cooked by a famous European
Olaf! Full Course Lunch 95s, Dinner $1.30.
kw

ITS LIKE EATING NOME COOKED FOOD
at the

%mew Old
Colony steak ilowe
serving students for years
195

South First Street

290 South Pirs+ St.
.,

your Sankemoricrd or
the First National Charge Pie Us.
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State Legislators Study
Sunday Shopping Curb
Students won’t be able to go
shopping for a new car on Sunday
if a bill now before the state legislature is passed.
The measure would outlaw the
Sunday: selling of automobiles
clothing and accessories. furniture.
appliances. TV sets, radios. cameras, jewelry, and other good whose sale that day would not Is
necessary for public health and
safety.
Not affected would be the sale
of food, drugs. gasoline, and auto
Supplies,
fIt,.% stuctrs,
£u,vn’l I len,
real estate, .iiivenirs, and items,
primarily sold I t ir lvereat it tiial
purposes.
.
The restrictions would apply to
all stores within a 10-mile radius,
of every city with more than 5.000:
population, which means that most
of the state’s citizens would be
affected.
Most other states have laws or
regulations concerning Sunday sell- !
ing, many of which have been in
the statute books for years. Eleven
other states are reported to be ,
considering enactment of similar!
legislation this year.
Proponents of the legislation argue that the proposal does not
for enactment of a "Sunday blue
law" which has aroused such a
controversy in some eastern state Bill supporters state that it,
law is based on a recent Supreni;
Court decision, that this type

Easter Cards
Studio Cards
Cards for all Occasions
Wedding Invitations

PAUL’S
Greeting Card Shop
ountain

Mg Auto
Insurance Savings Announced
Women and married men over
21: fni less 612 dividend, or a net
of S46 (based on current 16 per
cent dividend). Single men under
25: 5252 less $40 dividend, or net
of 6212.
810/20.000 lodily Injury Liability; $6000
Property Damage and MO Medical
Payments. Other coverages at comparable savings. Payments can be
made once, twice or four times
year. Call or writs for full information to George Campbell,
California Casualty, 1115 The
Alameda, S.J. 2449600.

law a
than

Illar

in purpose. rather

IA

They cite three purposes for the
proposed law: 11 to prevent thou stands cif large and small merchants Itsim being driven inti,
"Sund. , Lusiness slavery:" 2,
secure ,.., lit loge it Siviii.is
tor [In.:,
-I is
eIN (4111,A\ A
ill
retailing.
protect the
to Iran the evils
and econiiin. damage caused by:
Sunday sellin.
this type of legisthat it is discrimthe classifications
to be restricted or
the needs of the

Also, it is aimed at certain types
of retailers alto have given the
public convenience III shopping.
Another objection is that such
laws injure merchants of religious
faiths which hold days other than
as their ct7
,I worship

end art-, tiiticid

Interviews are now being held in
leading X, 303 S. Ninth St.. between
9:16 cm. and 44 p.m. Appointment
lists are put out in advance. Studerth
ar reousteJ I,. s;yri up earty.

Supporters further argue that
the bill is needed to steno the
pnative of making every day of
.he week alike by selling on SunD non-essential items handled by
’aailitional retail stores.

Opponents
lation maintain
inatory, in that
of merchandise
left out ignore
buying public.

Job Interviews
Ii.,...

ey Bab Hall
APPROVING San Jose State’s Blood Drive to be held April 25 is
Frontier Village’s Easter Bunny, who urges students and faculty to
"get into the spirit of giving." Co-chairmen of the Blood Drive
Larry Curtis and Pauline Richards help the Bunny get off on the
right track by reminding him of the upcoming Blood Drive.

any Taxpayers Space Dollars
Used Right Here on Earth
NEW YORE UPI Space is a
.nity thing. To get there, about
; centS of every dollar spent has
pay for thmi,s that aren’t gian.,
where at au- ground support
.Hipment like the $4 minion ganfor the United Stales’ manned
missile,

that here on earth at sea level, timated to run $1,000 to $2,000 for
I, yet this is but a billionth the vac - each pound of payload in a 300mint that exists in actual space: mile orbit.
Miniaturized steel bail bear.
Steelways says one of the most
im,s for instrumentation that are incredible aspects of the entire
-HAI it takes 32,400 of them space effort is the demand made
to make a pound and that pound on human perfection: each of a
JJoulil cost more than $162.4)00 roeket’s component parts can have
though the special steel the bear-la reliability rating of 99.9995 yet
ings are made of costs about $2; when the thousands of components
some of the fascinating hard- a pound.
’ire joined resultant total reliabil::e the taxpayers’ dollars are
Little osander that satellite ity can be brought down as low as
o.iying these days has been track- laurichin_:
;-;, are curreie .j es- 50 percent.
ed down by Steelways, official
publication of American Iron and Mom
II
Steel Institute:

.
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Liberty Mutual Insurance C
punyInsurance or liberal arts
majors for industrial sides, personnel sales positions. Citizenship
required.
1-.5. Marine Corps - (And
major except
Wednesday) Any
for pre-dental, pre-med or theology majors, for officer candidate
courses. Men and women. Citizenship required.
Kennolyn Camps -- Summer positions only. Signups now taken in
Adm234.
wEDNEsDAv,
Broadaay Department Storer
Any major for no a to a g 0 in e ii
trainee positions.

Comity Chit Sten,
- Ilusiness, public
.citiounting and

oil!! .6

.Ilasoesla Count Probation De,141.11
iartment
and psNchology
%Aril-are
along with sociiihio and penologj
znajors for deputy prelia t on officer
"itizenship required.
Boy PiriaUts of America - Liberal arts, recreation and education
majors for district scout executive
positions. Males only and citizenship required.
Standard Register Company Business administration and Ill iel’tll
arts majors for sales trainee and
systems analyst positions. Male..
only and citizenship required
Vocolano Girl Scout Counell
Summer positions only. Sic’ Till)
now taken in Adm234.
TUEsDAT:
Aetna Casualty and Surety Company- Liberal arts or any majors
for field representatives, undenvid I’
era, claims adjusters and comptroller trainees and safety engineer
trainee positions. Mostly male with
women preferred for underwriting
positions. Citizenship required.
Great-West Life Assurance (omBusipany --- And Wednesdayi
ness majors for sales and management positions. Males only and citizenship required.

ai howl. Tr
InatUl’HI
iloo Ina
psyclailow., personnel and
Inces,
math majors tor junior administrative analyst, appraiser I, accountant I, group counsellor, social
worker trainee and programmer,
criminologist I positions. Citizen.

Women Army Corps - Females
only. Citizenship required. All majors except science, teachers with
at least one years experience for
supervising or teaching enlisted
winnen.
Pacific Telephone & Telegraph
ical industrial and industrial
I
plse loath majors for
tIJKII/a4.1",
summer work Si wtt to, should -ee
II. artoal, in
Mrs. I’li
the

Teaching
Interviews
IInterviews for teaching positions
in California are now being held in
Adm234, between 9 a.m. and 4:30
p.m. Signup sheets are now available.
Students are requested to sign up
early.ED.)
Monday, April S - (And Tuesday. April 91 - State of Alaska,
department of education.
Tuesday, April 16 Santa Maria
Joint Union High School District.
Santa Maria, Santa Barbara
taunts’.
JefferWednesday. April 17
son Elementary School District.
Daly: City, San Mateo County.
Friday, .%pril la Ontario School
liktriet. Ontario, San Bernardino
’till t\ Tustin Elementary School
liNtriit, Tustin, Orange County
Warin Spring Elementary School
I i I I t, Fremont. Aliuneda
County

Bill Banning
Toba cco Ads
eets Death

A bill to priiiiitio
from appearing in is
papers a-as killed by II Assci; ;
committee over the weekend id!,
ASH Pres, Hill Hauck told
the
committee that the bill would
in.
fringe on the freedom if the
Pee
and would cost the Spartan Daily
a loss or $8.500.
Jay Thorwaldson, ASE Interim.
non officer. accompanied I lauek
to
Sacramento.
Assemblyman Allred E. Alquist
ID-San Jose). the ;nub, ,:l
the
bill, said tobacco
.;;; I. I".
lithPl’ effect thn
a I,/ .111 JI
NW dent, in the use oi
Ilauck told the A
Health Committee
would cut the Spurt:in
revenue and would be "disastrous"
for some of the small state college
newspapers.
Legislators voted to hold the bill
in committee.
Hauck, president of the California State College Student Pres).
dents’ Assn., related to legislators
that a pull conducted ails ti hi;
CSCSPA members intheated that
they did not advocate the ’imposed
bill. Hauck received responses from
11 of the 16 member sebools sat
all 11 opposed the bill.
r
’See as for all your bakery needs,
Wedding cakes, party postriesi
birthday cakes and pies.
Sall Jose’s finest independent
bakery
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Business adIL C. Capwell Co.
ministration, economies. and home
economics majors along with lilt-

Award Forms

Fifth Industrial
i

-Insulated steel tanks that
could keep boiling coffee too hot
lu drink for two years but :iis;
actually used to store liquid
-major rocket fuel at 4.2,
drogen
degrees below zero.
Industrial
A multi -million dollar space tj prblerii a .1 lie examined (Rusimulator fir testing vehicles in ing the fifth annual Industrial
;sphere about one-billionth Safely Conference, an all -day session featuring "how -to-do-it" denttitrations anti discussions, on,
’,Vadnesday, April 10, in the SJS
teria.
Among the safety problems to
-:, during the conference
’ind agricultural poi.
’ Istria] safety, and
ied with construe.:,.; n and frxxl processing industries
’ hilverson, newly
’
’1)r. Industrial
of Industrial
1:elations. IS I ,harge of the C11/11-

science majors
culum students

Campus organization must re turn recommendation forms for
awards to be presented at the
Recognition Banquet by tomorrow
at the College Union in box "11,"
Relations Department, and director according to Bernece Mangseth,
pus arrangements for the confer- banquet publicity chairman.
ence. He reports that more than
The Recognition Banqui.t i
100 persons from a five-county
scheduled for May 19.
area are expected to attend.
The conference is sponsored hy I
the Institute of Industrial Rela-!
dons at SJS, the San Francis,.
chapter of the American SOCiely
of Safety Engineers, the San Is
Clara County chapter of the Na, tion,1 -,fety Council and the Callforn;.; I :ivision of Industrial SafeIN
Yee !,r the conference is $5 per
person, Registration will be from
:8-9 a.m. on April 10, the day of ’
the conference.
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OUR TAMALE KITCHEN
It’s the place to come for delicious food at
very reasonable prices. All of the students
who have dined here have really loved it.
Open Sun -Thurs. ’411 10 p.m.
Fel. and Sat.

956 Park Aye.

2 a.m.

293.1101
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[1 THE BROTHERS FOUR
CROSS-COUNTRYCONCERT

Is Tropic Star for you?
College girls seem to know what they want. We get a lot of
ideas about ring styling from American campuses. If there i
such a thing as a consensus, it would sound like this: conservative styling, with a difference.
That’s what we’ve designed into Tropic Star.. the newest of
the beautiful Artcarvcd diamond engagement rings. Like all
Artcarved rings, it’s styled for lasting beauty. guaranteed in
writing for permanent value. Is Artcarved’s beautiful new
Tropic Star for you? Sec tor yourself.

-2krtcarvecc
ard

R.nps

Interviews will be held locally
April 5. Please contact the College Placement Office for an
yi. ’------i’;(>
appointment.

EXCLUSIVELY AT

275 South Firs+ Street

STEWARDESS INTERVIEWS
:
have the opUNITED AIR LINES
t’--.1 cities and meet
portunity to trove
ery is $325 per
-;
"ir
interesting peor.
;
Up to $6 per
month for the h,c,t 70
e hours flown over 70
hour premium pay for
to a marium of 85 plus lioreal expenses and excellent fringe benefits. Adventure and excitement
can be your, if you are 20.26 years old, personable.
single, 5’2’ to 5 8- with proportionate weight. Free
training at our New Chicago train

CV 5.0567

THE FABULOUS
FOLKSINGING
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--CL 1946/C; 8/46.
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